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Ronald Crouch Is
Named Chairman Of
Labor Committee

-womatatioomallo

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

_

Board Opens Bids,
Vocational School

Ronald Crouch, labor leader,
has accepted the Chairmanship
of the Labor Committee of
Calloway County for Bert Combs
for Governor and Julian Carroll
Thanks to the local A & P store
for Lt. Governor, according to an
for the delicious Jane Parker
announcement released by the
Danish Carousel Coffee Cake. All
Calloway County Combs-Carroll
the folks here at the Ledger ario
Headquarters, Ron Christopher
Times enjoyed it yesterday
and Carl Stout, Co-Chairmen.
morning with their coffee. The
Crouch is employed by the
cake is real moist and light and
Stewart Mechanical Company of
jammed with whole pecan
Louisville who have a contract
halves, not just one here and
with the Vanderbilt Chemical
car, the gunman warned police
there. Real good and we thank
AL ROSSITER Jr.
Company of Murray. He is a By
you.
(UPI)--"My over the car's radio to stay
Fla.
ORLANDO,
member of Steam Filter &
please go away," the clear.
Plumbers Local U Mon 184. He God,
of
Board
The
Murray
over the "Back off," the gunman said.
ng.ce
:
4ea'
has been on the Executive Board woman's voice pleaded
Educatiati,„ineging_ in special.
Mrs. Carlin brings in a TV tor•
••••,
of the union for seven years and a police radio to pursuing offi- "If ,you want the hostage alive. session at 1:00 p.m. Thursday,
nado warning system she clipped
"I want to see my cool it. I'm going to blow this
member of the union for cers.
from the Macon Beacon, Macon,
husband and children again." guy's head off if you don't pull opened bids on the proposed
Iseventeen years.
Mississippi.
Lily Thompkins, a them off. Get them off my back vocational technical training
He is a World War II Veteran Mrs.
On Thursday, March 18, represeivatR es of Montgomery Ward presented The Tappan Corn
school. This proposed school is
loan association and I mean it."
and
savings
'and served in the Naval Air
Murray, with their Quality Assurance Award for outstanding quality in their production of
designed to serve Murray,
Ralph
her
boss,
and
teller,
Froce for 33 months. He has
Here's how it works according to ranges.
taken hostage Patrol cars't away, but Calloway County, and a limited
were
Hasner,
served as president of the Colt
The award was presented by Mike Murphy, buyer for Montgomery Ward to Hugh Hurt, Qua
ed police kept the fleeing car. area of Graves and Marshall
a fellow who studied the
by a shaggy-h
Leagues for Thursday
and
Baseball
Pony
UAW.
1068
Local
from air- Counties.
of
President
Guthrie,
Gras
and
Tappan
for
Auditor
Control
technique for twelve years.
gunman who robbed the lirm under surveillance
two years in each league.
Bids were as follows: HartzThose present for the award ceremony were E. J. Haverstock, General Manager of Ta
in a stolen planes and helicopters.
them
with
fled
and
Crouch is married to the for"You don't think I'm that Kirkpatrick Construction Co Inc.,
Murray plant; iim Payne, Quality Control add Appliance Service Manager of Tappan-Murray:Cliff
car.
police
a
mer, Bonnie Fzell Brumley,
Wilson, Prh:ate
8656,450.00; Kent Construction
"First—warm up your TV set and Campbell, Chief Inspector of Tappan-Murray Quality Control Department; C. C.
Driving around in the patrol (Continued on Page Twelve)
for Montgomery Ward; teacher at Austin Elementary
Company, $694,400.00; Milton
tune in channel 13. Darken the Brands Manager for Tappan; Frank Berman, Quality Assurance Manager
School. They have three children,
Claims Preventioa
Outlaw Construction Company,
screen to almost black, using the Al Bartulis, Quality Assurance Engineer for Mantgomery Ward; Herb Bowker.
and
Ben and Dewanna Brumley
Department of Montgomery Ward and Cletus Colson. Warehouse Manager. Tappan-Murray.
$658,449.00; Hal Perry Conbrightness control.
Brown Crouch. Crouch is the son
struction Co., Inc., $626,927.00;
if Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crouch
Quality Construction Company,
if Murray Route One. He is a
$649,000.00. The firm of the Hal
Second—Turn to channel 2 and
raduate of Lynn Grove High
Perry Construction Company is
leave the volume control down
ichool and attended Murray Local men attended the annual
the apparent low bidder, even
(unless you have a broadcaster
State University.
though this bid is over the
meeting of the Area I Soil ,Conon that channel.)
In announcing his support for servation District held Wedmaximum which had been
•••1
iert Combs, Crouch said that nesday at the Kentucky Dam.
proposed for the vocational
By BERT W. OKULEY
Vietnamese troops since the replacements for withdrawn Ormer Governor Combs had Fifty-five persons attended the William Bryant Payne of school.
The tornado detector is now in
SAIGON (UPI)—U.S. helicop- start of the Allied drive into government troops, many of lemoriStrated himself to be a meeting.
The Board has authorized the
matter
not
does
operation. (It
Chestnut Street was found dead
ters today airlifted to safety Laos Feb. 8 in an effort to cut them battered units.
riend of labor, and has proven to Attending from Calloway
Old Highway 641 in the architect and the Hal Perry
off
whether or not the area is accar
a
in
4 U.S. Copters Hit
South Vietnamese troops who the Ho Chi Mirth trail, the
ie a great leader for people from County were Lowell Palmer,
to
Company
customed to programs over these
vicinity of the former slaughter Construction
American helicopter crew- ill walks of Me. Crouch said that chairman of the Calloway County
abandoned their westernmost primary Communist supply line
channels or not. i
house for Shroat's Market, this negotiate certain bid items to see
intense
into
run
combat base in Laos. Some into South Vietnam and Cambo- men, who have
ic would announce his Labor
Soil Conservation District, and morning, according to Max whether or not certain reductions
evacuated South Vietnamese dia.
antiaircraft fire throughout the .ommittee in the next few days. Felix Perrin, District ConChurchill, coroner for Calloway can be made in order that a
troops said "we would rather
Laotian campaign, accomservationist with the Soil Con- County.
contract may be negotiated in the
Some 3,000 South Vietnamese
As a storm approaches, lightning
than
surrender
any
fight
plished the latest withdrawal
servation Service.
said Deputy Coroner near future.
marines and rangers were
Churchill
will produce momentary white
more."
Speakers for the meeting were James Shelton was called to the
border as from "Brown" with only light
to the
bands of varying widths across
flown
Field commanders said 1,000
ground fire reported.
Mrs. Dolly McNutt of Paducah; Scene at 6:45 a.m. The body of
the screen ( color sets produce a
South Vietnamese infantrymen
/ But the U.S. command sar:
John R. Paulk, supervisor of Payne was found between the
colored band). A tornado within
were airlifted from Artillery
four more helicopters were s:icit
conservation education, Land bucket seats of the two door
will
a
15 to 2411 miles
produce
Base "Brown- and taken to
down and destroyed Thursday
National Wildlife Week 1971 is Between the Lakes; James Oldsmobile, according to Shelton
totally white screen and will
Artillery Base "Delta 1," nine
over Laos—two shot down arid (o be observed March 21-27, and Griffin, agronomist, Kentucky and Churchill. The officials said
remain white ( color on color
miles inside Laos.
two hit by gunfire on the the slogan this year is, "Wildlife: Department of Highways, the car was stuck in the field at
setsi.Should this occur, turn off
It was the 10th fixed base
ground. One American was Who Needs It?"
Johnson, the time the body was found.
Paducah; Ralph
portable
take
your
set,
your TV
evacuated by South Vietnamese
wounded and two missing in the
conservationist, SCS; The body was taken to the
district
radio and go to a place of shelter
in
Society,
Wildlife
forces or overrun by Norta.
loss of two AH1 Cobras a UH1 The MSU
supervisor, Murray-Calloway County
immediately.
Wildlife Week, Thomas Bishop,
Mrs. Laura S. Page, age 94,
Huey and a big cargo-carrying honor of National
William Hospital where an autopsy will be
SCD;
County
Carlisle
of wildlife
series
this morning at the
a
succumbed
sponsor
will
CH47 Chinook.
Gayle, director, Kentucky
by Dr. Savid L. Convalescent Division of the
films starting Monday, March 22 Division of Soil and Water performed
Vietnamese
spokesmen
South
According to the sheriff at
Barrett, pathologist, employed Murray-Calloway County
Steven Wayne Barclay, age
Thursday,
said today 18,000 and lasting through
local hosouti, Churchill
Elkhart, Indiana, it works
Fourteen, son of Mr. and Mrs. in Saigon
Friday, Conservation; A. B. Rogers, hy the
program
Hospital.
The
25.
March
in
still
were
troops
government
conservationist
state
assistant
channel
the autopsy, an
TV
has
set
After
every
said.
because
The Murray woman was
The guest minister fof the First James W. Barclay of 308 South Laos, down from a peak of March 26 will be a lecture
Lexington.
felt
SCS,
2 set at 55 megacycles, Lightning Baptist Church this Sunday will 12th Street, Murray, died
inquest will be held if it is
preceded in death by her
stressing the importance of
key
the
6
when
March
on
24,000
the
at
Counties represented
necessary, according to the husband, James W. Page, on
and tornadoes generate a signal again be Rev. Wayne E. Todd, Thursday in the Smoky Heights
Ho Chi Minh trail junction of wildlife to our environment.
Calloway,,
were
meeting
near this frequency which Secretary of the Church Library Addition in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
coroner.
23, 1969. They had
Trigg, Crit- Sheriff Clyde Steele, County November
overrides the brightness control. Department of the Sunday School The young boy had been Sepone was captured.
The programs will begin each Christian, Lyon,
been married for seventy years
howevsaid,
sources
Military
Marshall,
Livingston,
Channel 13 is at the "high end of Board, Nashville, Tennessee.
Attorney Sid Easley, and the City at the time of his death.
reported missing from his home
evening at 7:30 p.m. and will be tenden,
the frequency band and is not Brother Todd previously on Wednesday, according to the er, that fewer than 15,000 South held in Room 228 of the Black- Hickman, Fulton, Ballard, Police were investigating the
Mrs. Page was born January
still
inside
Vietnamese were
Building,. Carlisle, Graves, Caldwell, and death of Payne this morning, but 21, 1877, and her parents were the
affected. This is why the supplied the pulpit at the church Murray Police Department.
Science
burro
McCracken.
released.
darkness must be set on that on February 14 and March 14. He
no other details were
W. B. Ogle, Chief of the
late James Van Buren Cochran
(Continued on Page Twelve) Everyone is invited to attend.
channel."
and Mary Ann Williams Cochran.
will be in charge of both the Gatlinburg, Tenn., Police
She attended the Seventh and
morning service at 10:45 and the Department, told the Ledger &
Times this morning that the body
Poplar Church of Christ.
evening service at 7:30.
So, if we have a tornado warning The public is cordially invited of the young man was found by a
Survivors are two daughters,
in this area, you can apparently to attend both these services, a resident of the area. Chief Ogle
Mrs. Tommy (Hilda) Lavender
use your TV as a detector for church spokesman said.
said the Gatlinburg resident
of 505 Olive Street, Murray, and
tornadoes.
thought at first that the young
Mrs. Thomas ( Mildred) Bell of
man was asleep, but when he
403 South 9th Street, Murray; one
By Jo Burkeen
at the same homestead where
walked closer found that he was
sister, Miss Maude Cochran of
they lived as "newly weds". Mr.
Republican Women's
Three score and nine years ago Doron has lived on this farm fo
dead, and called the police.
Mayfield; one grandson, Jerry D.
Chief Ogle said Coroner Harold a Calloway County couple, Rufus 91 years, as it was owned and
Lavender, and qne great grandMonday
Club To Meet
Atchley of Sevierville, Tenn., the Enoch Doron and Nancy Arnettie worked by his father and grand
son, Mark Lavender, both of
county seat of Sevier County, was Darnell, were united in father before him. On the farm is
--Calvert City.
The Republican Women's Club
Funeral services will be held
A Sex information Service will called and said the death was due marriage. Their 69th wedding still an old rail fence and the rail
:will meet Monday, March 22, at
Saturday at two p.m. at the
available in Murray on to a 22 pistol gunshot wound in the anniversary will be observed were newed by Mr. Doran and his
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. be
right temple. Chief Ogle said a quietly by the couple at their father. Some of these rails ar
to
seven
from
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
evenings
Monday
Prue Kelly, 800 Minerva Drive.
Funeral Home with Bro. Roy
P.m. starting Monday, motel owner in the area said she home between Lynn Grove and well over one hundredie_arspld
Interested persons are urged to nine
Beasley officiating.
22. This service will be in had seen the boy walk by the Browns Grove on Tuesday, and is probably the only rail
March
attend.
the Education urVof Frist motel and go up the hill, but she March 23.
fence in Calloway County. Th
Pallbearers will be Bob RobPtesbyterian •Church, 16th and thought he was a local boy. The Mr. and Mrs. Doron were farm has been in the Doro
bins, George Steele, Will 4
Main Streets, but it is not spon- motel owner told Chief Ogle that united in holy matrimony on family for over two hundred
Bushart, Gilbert GrogaM,
she had heard the boy shooting, March 23, 1902, by Squire Henry years.
sored by the congregation.
Jaimrny LaFever, and Denny
Staff members of the service but had assumed he was just Waldrop at his home near The couple has always grown
Smith.
Coldwater. Their attendants and pteserved most of the food
said the need for a sex in- target shooting.
and
Italy
Ford.
Doron
were
Nelle
a
a
man
have
had
The
young
bus
Interment will be in the Antioch
ticket
still
has
They
Murray
table.
in
service
for
their
Considerable formation
Kentucky:
Cemetery with the arrangements
been made known. They said it with him where he had traveled He is the son of the late Ambrose garden and a sweet potato patch
cloudiness, windy and turning will be a place where students from Chattanooga, Tenn., to and Rebecca Doron, and she is each year for which Mr. Doron
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Enoch Doron
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
cooler today with scattered and other persons could come for Knoxville, Tenn., but it is not the daughter of the late Henry G. still beds his potatoes for his
Diy, Merck= 1902
Home where friends may call
showers and few thunderstorms information, counseling, and known how he got to Gatlinburg. and Serena Armstrong Darnell. slips. Mrs. Doron has a fruit
after six p.m. today (Friday).
central and east this morning and referral, in regard to the His identity was ascertained
Mr. Doron remembers very house and a home freezer full of
in east this afternoon. Some light problems of human sexuality and through the name of the Paducah well how he and Nettie had gone food. She still cans with her
snow flurries mainly north the various crises which can aptometrist on his case for his to school together at Chunn pressure cooker although her
FOREST RESCUE
portion- tonight and in east por- result_
glasses. He did not have an ad- School all their lives, but said he eyesight is very poor and she has
OEREBRO, Sweden (UPI —
Calder
tion early Saturday.
Swedish lumberjack Weli Haekservice will be on a "no dress on his person, Chief Ogle had never particularly noticed to read the pressure gauge with a
4
The
tonight and Saturday. Highs appointment" basis, and there said.
her until he attended her sister's maenifying glass.
kinen of Oerebro tripped and
today near 40 west to low 50s east. will be no charge. Officials said Young Barclay was a
ninth wedding held on the front porch
Mrs. William (Rebecca Jean)
fell 'when working in the forest
Lows tonight upper 20e to low all contacts Will be kept con- grade student at Murray High of her home. When Nettle came Murdock, granddaughter of the
Thursday and the blade of his
10s. High Saturday mostly upper fidential and no individual School and school authorities said out to stand by her sister he said couple who has furnished the
power sa'w ripped his throat
30s to low 4N.
he made good grades. This was he suddenly noticed how information for this story, says
and windpipe.
records will be kept.
he
and realized
Haekkinen held his torn
Christmas Day means dinner at
SIS staff will include registered his first year at Murray High beautiful she was
didn't have a buggy,% take her "Mom Ma" and "Pop Pa"
windpipe together with his
nurses who will supervise other School.
EXTENDED FORECAST
"courting".
Doron's for all the family. She
hands until colleagues found
Extended weather outlook for professional personnel. Referrals Survivors are his parents, Mr.
After getting permission to call said there is always turkey,
him and took him to a hospital.
Kentucky Sunday - through may be made to private and Mrs. Barclay of Murray;
on Miss Darnell, he borrowed a country ham, and all the good
He was resting comfortably
physicians, County Health paternal grandparents. Mr. and
Tuesday:
buggy for their first date By the things that go with them. Mr.
of
Phelps
H.
Mrs.
J.
Georgiana,
MSU
'today after an emergency
Clergy,
mostly
showers
Department,of
Chance
a
purchased
next week he had
the
Doron always codries to
operation.
Psychology Center, Regional Ala., and his maternal grandMonday night and Tuesday.
new buggy and began a courtship
Warming trend Sunday through Mental Health Center, and the mother, Mrs. Iva Barclay of that developed into this marriage kitchen to check to see if there is
Mayfield.
anything that Mrs. Doron has
Tuesday. Highs Sunday mostly Family Planning Clinic.
Now You Know
that has lasted for 69 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutu,. Priaafr Doron
ailed to cook for the dinner, Mrs
lower 4(1 increasing to near 60 ..".Twenty-four hour service will Funeral arrangements are
By United Press International
Homestead
1971
Same
23.
March
Anniversary.
but
the
incomplete,
--69th
Byrn
753Funeral
Tuesday. Lows Sunday in 20s be available by telephoning
There are 74 known species of
(Continued on Page Ninet
• Mr and Mrs Doron still reside
increasing to mid 30s to low 40s 6460 any hour, a spokesman Home of Mayfield will be in
,Awallows.
•
charge of the arrangements.
•
said.
lliesday

Man HoldsUp Bank Hal Perry
Takes Two Hostages Apparent
Low Bidder

or*
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Palmer, Perrin
At Soil Meet

South Vietnamese Twops 'Had
Rather Surrender Than Fight' 4,
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Local Man
Found Dead
In tarToday

National Wildlife
Week Is Next Week

Fourteen Year
Old Boy
Rev. Wayne E. Todd found Dead

Mrs. Page
Dies Today
At Age 94
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Sex Information
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Campus Afloat Representative
To Be at University On Monday
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Ten Years Ago Today
LILDGES a TIMES STU
Deaths reported are Willie Vaughn, age 63, and Mrs. Carrie D.
Curd.
Navy Cdr. James R. Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
• Sr., was presented an award for work on the Navy's Polaris Fleet
Ballistic Missile Weapons System during ceremonies at
:Washington, D. C.
This year the Murray Lions Club is beginning its annual $200
scholarship to be awarded a high school senior boy or girl in
Murray and Calloway County who plans to study at Murray State
University.
Miss Melissa Sexton and Miss Sandra Framrick, both of Murray,
have been elected as officers of the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority at Murray State College.

Today
20 YearsaAgo
mw
FILE

io

Murrayans were greeted t us i i :rang with a five inch snow
that fell during the night and cont' med falling well into the day.
A tired Cuba team fell before Clark Cowity to become runner up
in the State High School Baskett all Tournament. The score was 69
to 44.
Mrs.Thomas Hogancamp was the guest speaker at the MotherDaughter Banquet held by the FHA chapter of the Murray
Training School in the schi ol lunchroom.
The 95 Drive-In Theatre will open March 23. It is located at
Midway 4?n the Hazel Highway.

NEWS SUMMARY

STATE GOVERNMENT,
wEgg OF ACTIVITY
IN

By Gary Huddleston
Mines-New proposals to regulate surface-mine drainage,
blasting and coal prospecting were announced by Elmore Grim,
State director of Reclamation. Grim said the proposals,if approved, would give Kentucky the most comprehensive surfacemining regulations in the nation.
Park-The state is considering the purchase of Walnut Hall
Stud, a standardbred horse farm near Lexington, for the site of a
new Thoroughbred State Park.
Betting-A resolution has been introduced in the State House of
Representatives calling for a subcommittee "to study the full
kt,:.ntockv,"
potential and passibility of!
Image-State Insurance Cez•
.
urged insurance agents to t.eln
Zne '-sage of Inc ihsurance industry, which he said is at a "low ebb.'in the country.
Appeal-The Court of Appeals has upheld the validity of a
statute which restricts a city's powec to annex industrial park
areas, when the number of persons living in the areas equal less
than 50 per cent of the prrsons employed by the industries.
Deadline-Kentucky cities that empty waste into the Ohio River
have been given until April 1 to submit time schedules for
construction of secondary sewage treatment facilities. Industries
have until April 15 to submit the schedules.
Re-Do-State Public Safety Commissioner William 0. Newman
has outlined what he described as an "all-inclusive"
reorganization plan of his department to be presented to the 1972
legislature.

GOR, THE GOD OF WAR

Dad said he had just finished reading this book about an old
civilization that worshipped Gor the god of war. He said to me,
•'Son, come here, I want to tell you about it." I didn't particularly
want to hear about it but from Dad's tone of voice I knew I didn't
have any choice.
Dad began his story,"One time there was this old country that
seemed to like war. No one outside this country was sure this
country likeed war, but as far as they could tell they did. It was a
fact this country in question was always busy making and
shaming their spears. They had men who did nothing but think up
bigger and sharper spears. Whenever one of these thinking men
succeeded in producing a new, better weapon he became an instant hero. On the other hand,there were men who did nothing but
think up methods of defense. They dug ditches and put up walls so
much that fully one-half of the population worked only on this. The
other half worked hard to feed and clothe those engaged in
weapon production and defense.
The other nations were very observant and afraid of this war
god worshipping nation. They decided that they must make the
same preparation for war. So all the surrounding nations selected
their thinking men to make weapons and defenses. They were all
so good at it that before long you couldn't tell one from the other.
In the beginning all these people had lived in a fertile valley,
flowing with pure pleasant water, with flowers, and trees, and
crops growing in profusion. However, after the war god came
thinE., began to change. Flowers, trees, and crops were still
growl but for different reasons. Flowers were still grown but
limited to the amount that should be needed for the graves of the
war dead. Trees were grown to assure an ample supply of wood
for spears. Crops were grown to feed the priest and lay worshippers of the war god.
The language underwent a similar change. Words suchms love, honor,faithfulness, and peace could only be understood as applied
to war."
At this point, I asked Dad which was the war god worshipping
nation? Dad answered that at this point in the book they all
worshipped at the same alter.

A representative of the World
Campus Afloat Association of
Co'alleges and Universities will be
on the campus of Murray State
University March 22-24 to provide
information about the program
for the 1971-72 school year.
Miss Susan Webb will be
available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
each day in the lobby of the
Waterfield Student
Union
Building or by apointment
through Robert Head, World
Campus Afloat advisor at
Murray State.
Murray State was recently
approved as the first Kentucky

NORTH FORK
NEWS
by Mrs. R. D. Key
March 11, 1971

member instutution of World
Campus Afloat, a unique experience in international higher
education conducted aboard ship.
To be included in the Murray
State curriculum next fall, the
program originated by Chapman
College, Orange, Calif., in 1965,
will be moved aboard the former
Queen Elizabeth in September
for the first semester at sea on
the largest passenger liner ever
built.
Now known as the S. S. Seawise
University, the 83,00-ton liner
launched in 1938 will serve five
terms each year as a floating
campus to carry more than 500
students from the United States
and other countries to ports of
call all over the world.
whose
Webb,
Miss
headquarters is at Chapman
College, is visiting member institutions of World Campus
Afloat, bringing latest intineraries, course offerings and
other details of the program to
students, faculties and administrators.
Showing of the color motiorl
picture,"Semester at Sea," are
also available at Mufray State,
according to Head. He said
arrangements may be made with
him to gee the film.

Well I'm aback with a bit of
news, after so lont.-„For the past
several weeks I've been with my
mother, Mrs. Ella Morris, so
much in the hospital. She is now
at home but still confined to bed.
She's slowly improving.
Mrs. Morris spent her 94th
The Almanac
birthday in the Henry County
Hospital. She received lots of By United Press International
cards which she appreciated so Today is Friday, March 19,
very much. We want to say the 78th day of 1971.
thanks to the nurses on the 3rd The moon is in its last
floor for being so kind and all that quarter:
was done, to Dr. Newman and Dr. The morning stars are Venus,
Minor for being so faithful, for Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercuthe beautiful flowers, cards,
visitors, and most of all the ry and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
prayers.
Among the visitors to see Mrs. under the sign of Pisces.
-Bob Little Morris at home were Mr. and On this day in history:
Mrs. Charlie Olive of Paducah, a In 1906 the new Hotel
"sister" Mrs. Ross Shupe and Traymore in Atlantic City,
MY DAUGHTER
trying to prove it was
daughter, Zelda, from Sedalia,
Bro. and Mrs. Vanden, Mr. and modern, advertised "twentyYour first christmas,
Mrs. Carnol Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. five private baths, capacity
We were so foolish.
Charlie Wicker'Mr. and Mrs. Ira 450.
We saw you big,
Tarkington, Mrs. Audie Grooms. In 1917 the Supreme Court
Lying in your cradle,
ruled that the Adamson Act,
Enjoying with smiles,
Paschall and Charlene, Mrs. signed by President Woodrow
Tellus Orr, Mrs. Holice Grooms,
Your entertaining mom and dad,
Wilson in 1916 and providing for
Weivere so foolish,
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington, Mrs.
an eight-hour work day on
Giving you a tricycle,
Ruth Holley, Mrs. Cooper Jones, railroads, was constitutional.
Mrs. Opal Harrelson, Mr. and
You could only look at.
In 1920 the Senate rejected
You did not know,
Mrs. Bardon Nance, Mrs. Cordia the Versailles Treaty, calling
Alorris, Mrs. Gary Beecham and
We were foolish with love.
for a .League of Nations. The
Agldren, Mrs. Ovie Wilson, and needed ' two-thirds
majority
--Thomas 0.Perkins '11rie children that are caring for lacked seven Votes.
ner
In 1942 all men in the United
Mrs. Ruby Ower is in the
Something exciting and important has happened in the world of
States between the ages of 45
Henry County Hospital after
poetry and literature for Kentucky. Kentucky has a brand new
and 64, about 13 million, were
being injured in a fall where she
otetv founded by such men as Jessie Stuart and Lee
ordered to register with the
r'•rminoton
•
worked
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
--e interested
Selective Service boards for non
Velma Mahan, Mrs Anna Iis••
':,ltittnss a lett-r ft, IMIS column sia
...awry duty.
ago s h
you %oil.; 411(c
receive a year's subscription to the new society s frItte,aLo0
A thought for today: Irish
Pagasus. RUSH your request so that years from now you will be
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris poet Osborne Davis said,
able to say you have the very first issue of Pagasus.
were dinner guests of the Ralph "Come in the evening, or come
Gallimore's on Sunday.
in the morning, come when
Mr. and Mrs. Milford On- and you're looked for, or come
Terry visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins without warning."
Sunday. Mrs. Bertie Jenkins is
feeling better after being sick and
HALFWAY THROUGH THE SENTENCE
spending a few days in the Henry 'Americans spent $42 billion'
on health car•• in 1969 - up
County Hospital.
139 per rent over 10 years
Mrs. Linda Orr and Rickie earlier.
Ten thousand years have now gone by,
visited Mrs. Warren Sykes
Ten thousand years I could have died.
Monday.
Ten thousand years of lock and chain,
•
Mrs. Walter Taylor visited
Ten thousand years, all filled with pain.
Mrs. Warren Sykes Monday.
Ten thousand years of rats and lice,
Ten thousand years of moldy rice.
Ten thousand years of coughs and chills,
Lead-based paint has been
Ten thousand years of tortured will.
outlawed for interior-use in
Ten thousand years of words unheard,
New York City since 1959, but
Ten thousand years of hopes deferred.
is usually' found in dilapit
Ten thousand years without a :riend,
idated pre-war housing.
Ten thousand years-but not the end.
Ten thousand years, yet this I know:
Ten thousand years are still to go'
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Arrested for a traffic offense,
Harold objected ,strenuously to
being fingerprinted. He finally
gave in, but only under protest
Shortly afterward he filed suit
against the city, demanding that
_
his prints be destroyed.
"They were taken by force,"
he pointed out at a court hearing.
"That was a violation of my constitutional rights. According to
the Fifth Amendment, no one•
shall be forced to be a witness
against himself."
-However, ,the court ruled
against Harold. saying he could
no more withhold his fingerrrinis than he could mask his

bee" or cover up a tattoo.
"The witness does not testify,"
said the court. 'The facts speak
for themselses
Generally speaking, "CAuttlehave agreed that forced finger.-..
printing is not a violation (A the Fifth Amendment.

But another objection has also
been raised: isn't this an invasion of privacy? A man arrested
on a misdemeanor charge made
that argument in opposing the
fingerprint procedures of the
local police..
But this objection too Was
turned down in court. Calling attention to the great need for
fingerprinting in law enforcement, the judge said:'
"The right of privacy has its
limitations and is not always superior to the rights of the public.
The taking of fingerprints is a
humiliation to which a possibly
innocent person must submit for
the benefit of society."
Of course fingerprints, like all
facts, are neutral. They may be
Just as useful in proving a man's
innocence as in proving his
guilt.
In a murder case, a bottle
found at the scene of the killing
had several fingerprints on it.
But none matched those of the
man arrested for the crime. The
prosecutor decided that since the
prints did not help his case, he
would not bring them into court
at all.
But at the trial, the defense
attorney said the fingerprint evidence should be brought in for
the benefit of the prisoner. To
the court, this was "elemental
justice.- The prints were duly
displayed to the jury—and helped
the prisoner go free.
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We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Mad

Bible Thought for Today
Jesus answered. Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man
be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God.-John 3:5.
Only to those reborn in faitlithrough Christ, does God reveal His
miracles

Isn't It The Truth!
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THAT NO TOWN
IN AMERICA CAN GIVE UP
SMOKING FOR 30 DAYS!"
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The safety people say they found real heartening
news in the traffic death rate for 1970 because only
5 people per 100 million miles were killed as against
5.3 per same in 1969. Think of it, the statisticians
tickled to death that a third of a person ,was not
knocked off every so often, that a mere 55,300 died
in cars in 1970 instead of 56,400 the year before.
What progress! What joy in Detroit! What insanity!
"Man's greatest invention was the auto
until he got into the driver's seat.-Dictionary of Opinions
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McDowell Advance In Tournament E.—

By Sal Guilfre
LOUISVILLE, Ky. UPI)Form precailed throughout the
second day of the State High
School Basketball Tournament as
Louisville Central, Annderson
County, Ashland and McDowell
eliminated their first opponents
to reach tonight's quarter-finals.
Tradition-rich
Ashland,
playing in its 23rd state tourney.
weathered a 29-point bornbardrnent by Irvid Stewart of
Lexington Lafayette to oust the
Generals, 71-69.
Stewart bagged 22 of his points
in the last half to keep Lafayette
in contention all the way. His
High Team Game (HC)
total was the highest individual
1081
All Jersey
scoring output of the first two
1016
Fenton di Hodge
days of the 54th annual Dribble
1014
Moose Lodge No.2

TEAM
W..L
Martin Oil Co.
7242 2742
Corvette Lanes
72 28
All Jersey
6442 3562
Mutual of Omaha
59 41
5612 4311
Colonial Bread
College Cleaners
56 44
Lindsey's
52 48
Kelly's
4942 5042
Moose Lodge Tean No. 1
49 51
Mo Go Oil
49 51
Moose Lodge Tean No. 2 46 54
45 55
Fenton &Hodge
Uncle Jeff's
43 57
Carroll Tire Co.
36 64
35 65
Murray Auto Parts
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Derby, but it was not enough to
offset a balanced Ashland attack
led by substitute Paul Hixon's 16
points.
Ashland is pitted against
second-ranked Louisville Central
in tonight's first game.
Central exploited its height
advantage and a pressing
defense to give Christian County
an 86-53 burn's rush from the
tourney.
The Yellowjackets put the
game away with a 31 point fourth
quarter. John Luster topped
central with 18 points, a total
matched by Christian County's
David Shelton.
Classy Jimmy Dan Conner
displayed his All-State credentials for Anderson County

Thursday night as he hit 26 points
to lead the 8th Region champions
to an 86-74 Conquest over
Franklin-Simpson.
Tommy Hawkins with 22 points
and Mike Green with 16
rebounds, helped to make Anfirst state
derson County's
tourney appearance a successful
one. Jim Griffin was high for
Franklin-Simpson with 21 points.

Western Wallops Wildcats
Pro Cage Standings
42 38 .525 91-2
13oston
ABA Standings
72 58 .275 2942
By United Press International Buffalo
Central Division
East
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pct. GB
41 38 .519 ...
e
X-Baltimor
49
.653
26
Virginia
35 45 .438 642
42 35 .545 8 Atlanta
Kentucky
33 47 .413 812
New York
39 37 .513 10'ft Cincinnati
14 65 .177 28
33 45 .423 1744 Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Midwest Division
33 46 .418 18
Floridians
W. L. Pet. GB
29 47 .382 204.2
Carolina
X-Milwaukee 66 15 .815 ...
West
50 29 .633 15
W. L. Pct. GfIS Chicago
46 33 58219.
Utah
52 23 .693 ... Phoenix
43 36 .544-22
Detroit
53 24 .688
Indiana
Pacific Division
38 38 .500 1444
Memphis
W. L. Pct. GB
27 50 .351 26
Denver
26 50 .342 2612 X-Los Angeles 47 33 .588 ...
Texas
,,2
San Francisco 41 40 .506 6,
Thursday's Results
38 42 .475 9
San Diego
Utah 124 Denver 123
37 42 .468 942
Seattle
Friday's Games
25 53 .321 21
.Portland
Kentucky at Indiana
X-Clinched div. title.
Virginia vs. Carolina
Thursday's Results
at Greensboro, N.C.
New York 131 Phoenix 123, ot
Memphis at Texas
San Francisco 91 Chicago 85
Utah at New York
Seattle 122 Milwaukee 121
Only games scheduled)
Friday's Games
Baltimore at Boston
NBA Standings
Buffalo at Detroit
By United Press International Cincinnati at Philadelphia
Atlantic Division
Clair-ago—at—Atlanta,W. L. Pet. GB Milwaukee at San Diego
X-New York
52 29 .642 ... Seattle at Portland
Only games scheduled)
45 34 .570 6
Philadelphia

Marquette Upset In
Mideast Semifinals

Oldham. "I never said anything
all week in any effort to get them
up. It was the type of game you
don't have to get a team up for."
Western Kentucky's 7-foot,
second-team All American
center, Jim McDaniels was
facing an opponent two inches
taller than he for the second
game in a row, Kentucky
sophomore Tom Payne.
But McDaniels, who said he is
looking forward to pairing off
against an opponent he "can look
in the eye," when he faces Ohio
State's Luke Witte Saturday,
scored 35 points Thursday night.
He and slender guard Jim Rose,
who had 25 points, both were 12
for 21 from the floor.
Actually it was a three-man
show since Clarence Glover of the
Hilltoppers had 18 points and 17
rebounds.
"We like to run and shoot,"
Oldham said. "We don't hold it
iiid—Kentucky doesn't hold it."
At that point, disappointed
Kentucky Coach Adloph Rupp cut
in to say: "We couldn't hold it at
all tonight."
Rupp, blaming Kentucky's
Poor play on the two-week lay-off
since the end of the regular
season, said, "We had trouble
getting the ball in the right
direction, least of all get it in the
Kentucky's 7-foot-2 sophomore, basket."
Tom Payne, the man the Wildcats were counting on to
Kentucky State High
neutralize McDaniels, scored School Basketball Tournament
only 15 points and was outclassed
By United Press International
under the boards.
Ashland 71 Lexington_Lafayetto
Western Kentucky, now 22-5,
led
13itoints, 51-38 at halftime
and was ahead laY' 24 points with Louisville Central 86 Christian
nearly 14 minutes left to play.
53
Marquette and Kentucky meet Anderson Co. 86 FranklinSaturday in a consolation game Simpson 74
prior to the regional cham- McDowell 69 Middlesboro 53
pionship.
Today's games
''We don't play much better
Owensboro vs. Covington
than we did tonight," Western Catholic 1 p. m.
Kentucky Coach John Oldham Laurel County vs. Louisville
said after his team routed the Male 2:30 p.m.
Southeastern Conference
Ashland vs. Louisville Central
champions. "If we did, we'd have 7:30 p. m.
to join the NBA."
Anderson County vs. McDowell
"We were ready to play," said 9 p.

ATHENS, Ga. (UPI)—Ohio
State ended second-ranked
Marquette's 39-game winning
streak with a 60-59 upset and
Western Kentucky humiliated the
University of Kentucky 107-83
Thursday night in the NCAA
Mideast Region semifinals,
The Ohio State Buckeyes,
trailing by as much as 13 points in
the first half, didn't take the lead
until only 1:09 left to play and two
last-second free throws by
sophomore Allan Hornyak
preserved the win. The 10thranked Big Ten champions advanced along with Western
Kentucky to Saturday's finals.
The eighth-ranked Kentucky
Wilcats were never in contention
against the 7th-ranked Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers, who used a
blazing fast break and a pressing
defense to run up the largest
victory margin over posted
against Kentucky in NCAA
Tournament play.
The biggest losing margin the
Wilcats have ever shown was 19
points in a loss to Dartmouth in
1943. The Wildcats have won four
NCAA championships.
Western Kentucky's seven-foot
Jim McDaniels, a seeond-team
25.erica, poured in 35 points
hAalld-Am
and slender teammate Jim Rose

Anderson County faces the
tourney's tallest player tonight
when .he Bearcats take on McDowell with its 6-foot-11 star,
Steve Smith.
Smith, just a junior collared
17 rebounds and made 19 points
llirusday nigh and propelled
McDowell to a 69-53 win over
Middlesbora.
With 22 points and 17 rebounds,
High Team Series MC)
Robert Mayhall was just
Young
2973
Moose Lodge No. 2
about the whole show for Mid2945
Fenton &Hodge
He is a 6-foot-5
dlesboro.
2937
All Jersey
sophomore who is making a lot of
college scouts very impatient to
High Ind. Game (SC)
ge their hands on him.
39-game
Warriors'
the
ending
JOE
By
CARNICELLI
227
Pc
Ronald
In this afternoon's quarterWestern
and
streak,
winning
UPI Sports Writer
209
BillPeery
second-ranked Covington
finals,
107208 UCLA's methodical NCAA Kentucky routing Kentucky
Bob La Mastus
worst tournament_Ca.tholic tam"... seven-ranked
208 express churned on, but that 83, the
Charlie Hargrove
and toppranked
was the only thing predictable beating ever for Adolph Rupp's -Owensboro
battled Laurel
Male
Louisville
Mideast...
the
about Thursday night's regional Wildcats in
High Ind. Series (SC)
There was Bobby Jones County.
577 semifinals.
Don Alsobrook
561 Surprise was the name of the holding Player of the Year
Bob La Mastus
556 game and there were shocks in Austin Cart- well below his
Ronald Pace
season's average as Drake
all four regionals.
There was Ohio State, the Big ouSted Notre Dame 79-72 in
Ten champion, upsetting se- overtime and Kansas having to
cond-ranked Marquette 60-59, rally to stop Houston 78-77 in
COLTS-BROWNS TRADE
the Midwest...
CLEVELAND (UPI)—LineThere was Long Beach State
By JOE SARGIS
and then ticks off his lineup ready, will join them to give
backer Tom Butler, who spent College Basketball Results
which is the same as the one Williams five starters. All
UPI Sports Writer
most of his time in the National By United Press International coming back from a 13-point
NCAA Tournament
deficit at halftime to beat
MESA, Ariz. (UPI—Dick which played most of the 1970 except Blue are righthanders.
Football League on the CleveEastern Regional
inspired University of the Williams didn't win any popula- season—Dow Mincher at first,
land taxi squad, was traded to
Behind them are lefthanders
At Raleigh, N.C.
Pacific 78-65 in the West...
rity contests in Boston, and he Dick Green at Second, Bert Jim Roland and Paul Lindblad
the Baltimore Colts Thursday
unde75
And finally there was
doesn't figure to win any in Campaneris at short, Sal Bando'and righthanders Diego Segui,
for an undisclosed draft choice. Villanova 85 Fordham
Penn 79 So Carolina 64
feated and underrated Permsyl- Oakland either.
at third. Felipe Alouiii. left, Bob backer and Marcel Laeheyarns stopping South Carolina
As hard-nosed as they come, Rick Monday in center and mann.
BANKS. INJURED
Mideast Regional
79-64 to set up a "Philadelphia Williams is trying to do With Jackson in right.
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (UPI)—
Art Boyd and
Athens,
Ga,
At
in the Eastern regionals the A's what he did with the There will be a change behind Jim Panther,
final"
Banks
Ernie
Veteran infielder
been
have
Floethe
Chris
85-75
59
an
Villanova,
Marquette
60
against
St.
Ohio
complacency
year
last
Sox—replace
the plate. Whereas
Red
of the Chicago Cubs required 19
impressive in spring training
83
Kentucky
Fordham.
107
of
Kentucky
conqueror
with a winning attitude, or so Dave Duncan, Frank Fernandez
stitches Thursday to close a W
and Williams said any one of
UCLA Looked Ready
and Gene Tenace shared the them could make the club.
he says.
gash in his lower left eyelid.
fifth
a
for
looking
Regional
Midwest
UCLA,
'better
club
three
than
of
a
one
is
those
year
this
job,
"This
Banks was struck by a bad hop
The A's as a team hit 171
At Wichita, Kan.
consecutive NCAA basketball the one I inherited in Boston," will handle it most of the time.
during infield practice.
runs last year, including
home
it
ot
72,
as
Dame
ready
Notre
Drake 79
title, looked
Williams says of the A's, even "I want one of them to be no. only 23 for Jackson. Williams
Kansas 78 Houston 77
steamrollered Brigham Young though in his first year with the 1," says Williams.
NBA PLAYOFFS ON TV
says they could hit 200 easily in
91-73. The Bruins, the nation's Red Sltsx he took them to the At the start of the season at
YORK (UPI(—The
NEW
1971.
Regional
West
Far
Long
meet
No. 1 team, will
American League pennant.
least Williams is figuring on
American Broadcasting CompaIf they do and with their
At Salt Lake City, Utah
Beach State in Saturday's If all that follows, then the Chuck Dobson, Jim Hunter,
ny said Thursday it will begin
depth in pitching, it could add
Pacific
of
U
78
of
St
rematch
Beach
a
finals,
Long
least
his
Western
win
as
their
at
Blue
should
and
Fingers
A's
Rollie
of
the
its television coverage
up to a division title, easily.
last year's regional windup. In division title this year. William's starters. Odom, when he is
National Basketball Association 65
73
Young
Brigham
Kansas
91
finals,
UCLA
regional
other
says they will, putting himself
playoffs on Sunday, March 28.
will face Drake and Western squarely on the spot.
Viewers in the East will see the
College Division
Kentucky tangles with Ohio The A's, off to a slow start
game
Philadelphia-Baltimore
State.
last year, kept on coming back
and western TV watchers will , At Evansville, Ind.
The winners will advance to but in the end they fell off and
see the Los Angeles-Chicago EirAvville 93 SW Louisiana 74
national finished nine games behind the
for
the
Old Dominion 93 Kentucky Houston
contest.
Wslyn 74
semifinals next Thursday and Minnesota Twins in the Amerithe NCAA title game, Saturday, can League West. Part of the
March 27.
centered
problems
club's
The Bruins, with a perfectly around Reggie Jackson and the
balanced attack, got 15 points rest around pitcher John Odom.
from Henry Bibby, 14 from
Jackson, who feuded all
Sidney "Icks and 13 each from season long with owner Charlie
Curtis Rowe and Steve Patter- Finley, is his old happy self this
son.
spring after a fine showing in
Jerry Tarkanian, the Long the
Winter
Rican
Puerto
By United Press International allowed three hits during his Beach coach, is anxious for a League. Odom, who had arm
rematch. "Everybody wants to trouble in 1970, has undergone
Cecil Upshaw, who was six-inning assignment.
The Braves scored all their play the No. 1 team and there's surgery and now is trying to
sidelined for the entire 1970
season after suffering a freak runs off Denny McLain in the no doubt about it, UCLA is No. rebuild the arm which won 16
after games in 1968 and 15 in 1969.
Tarkanian
injury, apparently is as good as first inning on singles by Felix 1," said
new and ready to give the Milian, Ralph Garr, Hank watching his club stumble early Odom's long absences last
relief Aaron, Dusty Baker and Clete in the game and then rebound year put an extra burden on the
Braves the
Atlanta
with a devastating pressing pitching staff but the promotion
pitching they need to be a Boyer.
of fast-bailer Vida Blue to the
On other fronts: Homers by defense.
pennant contender.
A's this year should take up the
Upshaw, a former basketball Brant Alyea and Leo Cardenas
slack until Odom is ready to go
player, nearly tore the ring led the Minnsota Twins to a 9again.
finger of his left hand off in an 2 victory over the New York
* NCAA Indoor
"The club is stronger this
accident prior to the 1970 Yankees behind the four-hit
year than last for just these
Champion in the
season and the Braves suffered pitching of Jim Perry and Sal
two reasons," says Williams,
with him all season through Campisi. It was the 10th
600 yd. dash held
who never has been known, to
lack of effective relief pitching. straight loss for the Yankees ...
The San Francisco Warriors
in the case
Upshaw had an 8-7 record and Ron Brand's two-out double in beat the Chicago Bulls Thurs- pamper anyone. But
last week.
a 2.46 earned run average in 52 the 10th inning drove in the day night but both teams went of Odom, the new A's skipper
he
as
long
as
wait
Montreal
heSvill
says
the
in
run
winning
games in .1968 and a 6-4 slate
home happy.
and 2.91 ERA in 62 games in Expos' 6-5 triumph over the The Warriors clinched the has to for him to get ready
Houston Astros.
1969.
second-place plaYoff spot in the
Dick McAuliffe singled in two National Basketball Associa- "The doctors have him on an
Upshaw has pitched 10 2-3
arm strengthening program,"
shutout innings this spring, runs in the seventh inning and tion's Pacific Division with
says Williams, "and it seems to
Including three in a 3-0 victory scored the winning run on Bill their 91-85 victory over the
* Tommy is also a
be working. He's too valuable a
over the Washington Senators Freehan's sacrifice fly in the Bulls. Hours later, the Bulls
player for me to rush. I'll take
3 time champion in the
Thursday. He retired nine ninth as the Detroit Tigers beat gained the runnerup slot in the
my time and he won't pitch
straight batters after taking the New York Meta, 5-4. Mickey Midwest Division when the New
until both he and the doctors
220 yd. dash and the
over for Pat Jarvis, who Lolich pitched six shutout York Knicks beat the thirdinnings for the Tigers...Byron place Phoenix Suns 131-123 in ...say 'go'."
440 yd. dash and the
The A's in 1971 will be a
Browne
overtime.
depth
power,
of
blart,
perfect
with as many singles and Larry In the only other NBA game,
OVC record holder in
CAN YOU
needed
pitcg, the
Hisle knocked in two runs to Seattle upeneded Milwaukee and
winning
ingredients for a
both events.
SING, DANCE, OR give the Philadelphia Phillies a 122-121.
6-5 win over the Kansas City Nate Thurmond and Jeff season. They had virtually the
PLAY A MUSICAL Royals.
same club under John McNaMullins scored 29 points each to
mara last year but Williams
three
allowed
Blass
Steve
INSTRUMENT?
lead the Warriors past the
maybe the
that
suggests
seven
in
runs and six hits
Francisco
Bulls. The San
Are you between
innings, pacing the Pittsburgh defense held Chicago to only 11 players' attitude wasn't what it
should be.
the ages ot b and 1067 Pirates to a 6-4 win over the St. points in the second period.
"That's what we are working
Louis Cardinals. Julian Javier Willis Reed scored six of his
Then we are looking for had a double and two singles
on this spring," says Williarns,
the
overtime
during
16 points
for the Cardinals...Johnny period as the Knicks ousted
you to enter the very
Bench, the Cincinnati Reds' all- Phoenix from a playoff shot.
first
star catcher, suffered a 10- Dick Barnett led New York CHOOSE WICHITA FAILS
FALLS, Tex.
stitch, self-inflicted spike wound with 30 points and Connie
WICHITA
Murray-Calloway
on the right shin and wip,be Hawkins was tops for Phoenix (UP1)--The president of the
sidelined about a week. gench with 35.
Wichita Falls Board of ComCOUNTY
suffered the injury stealing
merce and Industry, W. Erie
the
scored
Lee Winfield
third base during the Reds' 7-5 deciding basket and
White, announced Tuesdas that
then
Talent Show
triumph over tbetloston Red intercepted an inbounds pass Wichita Falls has been selocted
Sox,. The Red Sox farmed out under the basket to give Seattle as the site for the 1971 Midwest
Please call 753 6987
pitchers Dick Mills, Jack urtis, its -triumph over the Bucks. Region College Football I)owl
Terry 'Williams, Mike Garman. Don Smith led the Sonics with game between the natian' top
before 5:30 p.m.or
Lynn IWcGlothen and Rogelio 28 points and Spencer Haywood NCAA college division I- tball
Moret, outfielder Ben Oglivio had 27. Lew Alcitsdbi had 39 to teams.
5.30
after
2201
436
411.444111AQWPfiliftiallb.--4*
and catcher Tom Maggard. .pace,-Mdwaukee-,-. •—• - - •

UCLA Rolls Over Brigham
Young In Western Region

Williams Isn't Trying To
Win Popularity Contest

bY

Ne'
COLOR BY
s4OviELAB
STRiBUTED
BOxOFFICE

'Congratulations to
All-American
NER
MY n TUR
TOMAll-America
2 Time Outdoor All-American

UpshawAppears To Be
Ready To Help Braves

4 Time Indoor

A TR E CHAMPION!

ry of
ds with

t 6:45
UN.

Warriors
Beat Bulls

* Tommy is the first
OVC perrormer ever to
win an NCAA
Championship.

* Tommy was a
member of the United
States team that toured
Europe and competed
against Russia and
Great Britain in 1969.

CONGRATULATIONS TOMMY

Buckinghalli-Ray Ltd
7
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I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Pion, 713 1511 or 15.3-4N1

Suburban Club Has Mrs. Jim Garrison
Opens Home For
Meeting At Home
Church Circlk
Friday, March 19
Russell
Mrs.
Of
Miss Betty Tate, executive

Almo Class Takes
Tri0,_F'larietarium

The Eighth grade class of Almo
Homemakers
Mrs. Jim Garrison opened her Elementary School took a field
director of the KARC will speak The Suburban
Club met Monday evening,
Drive for trip to the Planetarium at
at a joint meeting of the Benton, March 8, in the home of Mrs. lovely home on Oakdale
of the Murray State University on
meeting
March
the
and
Calloway
Mayfield,
Harry Russell. Mrs. Leon Adams Maryleona Frost Circle of the Tuesday, March 2, and Thursday,
Associations for Retarded
served as co-hostess.
Women's Society of Christian March 4.
Children at the School for ExMrs. Holmes Dunn. club Service of the First United
at
Benton
at
Children
ceptional
The trip was arranged because
president, had the meeting Methodist Church.
The Baptist Women of the 7:30 p.m
classes are studying the
both
devotion given by
a
by
opened
on
Presenting the program
Kirksey Baptist Church observed
Mrs. Max Farley: She read "Call to Prayer and Self Denial" solar system.
for
prayer
of
home
week
Homemakers
the
Calloway
The
Providence
Class teachers going with the
New
The
18:24 and gave the was Mrs. A. J. Kipp who was
missions with a program at the Club will have its annual day at Proverbs
Homemakers Club met in the
of the month which_ was assisted in responsive reading by groups were Mrs. Susan Jones
thought
church.
the Woman's Club House from
home of Mrs. Terry Housden on
make me a better Mrs. G. C. Fain, Mrs. B. C. and Mrs. Patricia Lassiter,
Mrs. William Edwards was the ten a.m. to 2:30 p.m. A craft show "Oh God
according to Linda Zaremba,
Tuesday, March 9, at one o'clock
parent".
Allbritten, Mrs. Charles G.
program
on
the
leader for
and skit will be features for the
Mrs. 0. Smith, and Mrs. Johnny Walker. eighth grade representative.
in the afternoon.
by
called
was
roll
The
"Sharing With One Or One day. Willard Ails will speak on
By Abigail Van Buren
Mrs. Don Bailey, president,
J. Jennings and members an- Mrs. Nell Eaton, circle
Mrs. R. W. Blakley "Drug Abuse".,
presided at the meeting and Mrs. Thousand".
by giving "the spring chairman, opened the meeting
swered
prayer.
in
DEAR ABU: Last year while my husband was going
Jackie Herndon, secretary, led
The Military Ball will be held in housecleaning chore that neects to
with prayer. The roll call,
appearing on the
with another woman he gave her a Swiss watch for
the Murray State Student Union be done first at my house". Mrs.
called the roll with each member Others
minutes, and correspondence
Mrs.
Gerald
Boyd,
were
program
Christmas. They had a fight in February and he broke up
telling what the needed to do first
Building from eight p.m. to Conrad Jacobson was a guest of
were read by Mrs. James
Mrs. W. A.
with her and asked her for the watch She gave k to him
about her housecleaning, and Mrs. Jack Cain,
midnight. The dress is formal for Mrs. Varro Clark. •
Diuguid, the the treasurer's
Jim Washer, Mrs.
Mrs.
Erwin,
the
gave
also
Herndon
Now my husband says I can have the watch if I want it. It
Mrs.
ROTC cadets and their dates. Notes on horticulture were
report was given by Mrs. A. J.
Howard Darnell, Mrs. Steve
treasurer's report.
looks good as new Shook! I wear it'
NOT PROUD
Hands writ be "Clap Hands Here given by Mrs. Leon Adams. She
Kipp.
David
Mrs.
Brastier.
and
Treas,
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Conies Charly" and "Men of gave helpful hints on planning a
The chairman mentioned new
DEAR NOT: Why not—if k keeps time. Moak inside.
Refreshments were served by
Mae Allbritten. The game play by
Note'.
garden and suggested seeds be books in the church library and
Maybe be gave the other woman the -werks-.1
Darnell.
Mrs.
of
types
the
on
the members was
ordered early.
urged members to increase their
materials with Mrs. Alice Miller The next meeting will be held
A Donkey Basketball game will A lesson on "Couture Touches
p.m.
reading program. The study on
7:30
at
8,
on Thursday, April
DEAR ABBY: A high school girl LTD call Alice; told me
being the prize winner.
be held at New Concord For Hems" was given by Mrs
of Psalms each Sunday
that she and mother girl ride to school every morning with
The club members are
Elementary School at 7:30 p.m. Robert Hendon who demon- the book
night in March at the church was
three guys. Alice always sits is the back seat between two
especially interested in crafts
The
strated thl, taller's hem, soft announced. The planning for the
guys. Its a small car and quite crowded Alice says she
and had the special lesson on
Saturday, March 29
hem, Hong Kong hem, hand serving of meals in April will be
doesn't wear a bra. and this one gay :I'll call him Rickl
"Crocheting Beads" instead of
A shower for Mrs. Melvin rolled hem, and the fitted hem. made by telephone, Mrs. Eaton
keeps putting his hands underneath her sweater and jacket
the lesson for the month. Mrs.
Diggs and three small daughters She also suggested different said.
and tries to feel her up without anyone else knowing it. Alice
Herndon and Mrs. Sylvia
who lost their home and contents kinds of braid and tapes to be. -Itaixashisiants-wore-served-te
-frnstessivtlptp you
rgx,
The 1,XIMI11111_40: Observance of
,.who. attended
-win be hetd at
on cerfarn materiali:
one guest,
over the anxiety of gettraining lesson at Mrs. Barletta the Week of Prayer for Home educational building of the Hazel Mrs. 0. J. Jennings showed the ten members and
Ahce szys she doesn't want to embarrass herself and
the
ting acquainted in new
Wrather's office, brought Missions was held at the Flint Baptist Church from eleven a.m. members how to crochet beads. Mrs. Cortez Byers, by
everyone else in the car by making a scene, so she asked a
surroundings and make
Mrs. Garrison.
hostess,
week.
last
Church
Baptist
the
for
work
the
of
her
whisper
to
told
samples
counselor
and
do.
this
to
What
onmselor
to four p.m. Persons may leave This was a special craft lesson
you feel 4t. "Home
members to see, and further Mrs. Dot Bailey, Mrs. Jessie items at the church during the recently given by the Extension
into Rick's ear that if he didn't stop she would yell and cause
Sweet Home," again.
and
Ruble
Johnson,
plans were made for the club to Barrow, Mrs.
a scene. This counselor also told Alice to try dressing
sponsored
is
hours. The shower
Service.
FC; CORRECT
She will bring gifts and
do this craft. Many members Mrs. Martha Imes were in charge by the Eva Eldridge Circle of the
"defensively,"—like a one-piece jumpsuit so Rick can't get to
The next meeting will be in the
Rev.
Brownloe
programs.
how
vital information from
the
of
learning
in
TIME and
were interested
her.
church. For information call 02- home of Mrs. Leon Adams on
your neighborhood busito do them as well as stringing Hastings of the Home Mission 8558, 498-8165, 4924111, 492-8586, April 12, at seven p.m.
IA hat do you think of such advisg? _ WONDERING
TEMPERATURE
ness and civic leaders.
the different patterns of beads. Board was the guest speaker on or 492-8445.
DAY OR NIGH
DEAR WONDERING: Not much. No girl should have ta
Refreshments were served by Tuesday evening.
Call
the
in
part
dress "defensively" to keep a guy from "feeling her up."
taking
Others
were
Mrs. Housden. Also present
Members of th% HenryPhone 753-2378
Mrs.
the
the
octopus on
I would have advised that gin to honk
programs were Mesdames Lola
Mrs. Opal Shoemaker,
Calloway County Recreational
Myrtle Mae GI. • an
noggin with her algebra book the moment she felt him
Dorval Hendon, Mrs. Alice Miller, Sue Miller, Judy Rick- Club will have a potluck supper at
753-1365
7.
getting fresh. And at the same time to yell in a very bond
Miller, Mrs. Martha Housden, man, Jo Miller, Grace Walston, 6:30 p.m.
The Most
Colson,
yoke that he should keep his creepy paws to himself!
The'Alice Waters Circle of the
members, Mrs. Wrather, Mrs. Pearl Short, Willadean
Famous Basket
of
WSCS of the First United
in the World•
Bonnie St. John, Carrol Bailey, Jean Turner, June Hopkins,
Rena Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood Methodist Church met March 9 in
Rickman,
Messie Housden, and Tens Mydelle
Murray. tientatk•
DEAR ABBY: I just read that letter from the GI who is
have a luncheon at noon at the home-of Mrt. Mron West.
Hopkins, Janice Chapman, and
Housden, visitors---- overseas. He said, "After living a normal married life for
of Mrs.Hugh L. Oakley. The meeting was opened with a
home
Rice.
the
Saundra
held
be
will
meeting
next
The
for
do
to
supposed
man
young,
healthy
a
is
what
three years,
H. Titsworth will be prayer by Mrs. A. C. LaFollette.
A.
Mrs
p.m.
one
at
13,
April
Tuesday,
on
his physical needs' After all, I'm only human."
assisting hostess.
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, chairman,
at the home of Mrs. Don Bailey.
You turned it around and told him to do exactly what you
over the business
presided
problem.
21
same
the
she
had
since
March
do
would tell his wife to
Sunday,
session. The minutes were read
"Keep busy, stay sober, avoid temptation, write every day
The Chorus of the Music and roll was called by Mrs. A. M.
and pray a lot"
of the Murray Alexander, secretary. Mrs.
Department
roe
to
applies
Wagon
That was good advice, Abby. It also
Welcome
The
the
gave
Tolley
Club will have a Bryan
Newcomers Club Board met Woman's
because I am,a wife who is without her man now. My
rehearsal at the club house at two treasurer's report, and also
another
has
he
And
borne
prison.
in
at
He's
the
evening
overseas.
Wednesday
isn't
husband
reported on the Sunshine fund.
pm
of Mrs Ann Burke.
three years .to go I'm also only human but I will remain
Mrs. Lalaollette led a brief
Plans for the annual card party
faithful because I lave him with all my heart. 1 pray a lot,
The home of Mrs. Dolores Lee
discussion On'the up-coming trip
Sunday, March 21
and 1 know that God hears my prayers and will keep me
was the scene of the meeting of were discussed. The party will be
to Reetfootefission in Tennessee.
speak
will
Porter
William
Rev.
WIFE
HIS
loneliness
at
this
29,
fight
April
me
help
held
on Thrusday,
the Westside Homemakers Club
strong and
Church, Mrs. James Frank presented
held on Tuesday, March 9, at 7:30 pm at the Women's Club at St Johns Episcopal
10:30 a.m. the timely program, "Comtwelve-thirty o'clock in the af- House Tickets are on sale now Main and Broach, at
DEAR ABBY: The secretary who signed herself "No
munity Commitment: Risk in a
and are one dollar per person.
ternoon.
Guts," should have signed herself NO BRAINS. She beefed
New Style of Ministry." She
Hall,
Elizabeth
women's
McCallon Mrs Carolyn Bradshaw is
Jewell
Mrs.
to you about having to write her boss's thank-you notes and
closed with the reading of a
presented the lesson "Couture chairman of the event, and Mrs. dormitory at Murray State at prayer written by a modern day
send out his Christmas cards. A really good secretary does
and Chestriut, will have an
15th
Jenny
Part
Lyon
co-chairman.
is
demonstrating
(Hems)"
boss
her
to
Touches
secretary
all of this, and is in effect a social
teen-ager.
the many different types of hems of the funds raised will go to the open house from one to five p.m. Mrs. West served delicious
"No Guts" should resign and move into the steno pool.
and
is
informal
dress
The
to give the handmade garment a March of Dimes.
NO BEEFS
That's her speed.
refreshments to the twelve
Other discussion included refreshments will be served.
finished look.
members present and one guest,
for
the
regulations
associate
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it eft
guest
Ginny
was
Miss
Special
Mrs. Luther Jackson.
Monday, March 22
Belts, harnesses, collapsible steering columns, front
Cal.
Angeles,
Los
was.
Box
%BBY.
Lou Locke, daughter of Mr. and memberships and the coffee
your chest. Write to
Creative Arts Department The next meeting will not be
The
brakes, unibody construction...safety comes
addressed
disc
Mrs. Bobby Locke, and senior at which will be held for Newcomers of the Murray Woman's Club will held until the third Tuesday of the
NM. For a personal reply eselose stamped.
first at Datsun. Ask
Calloway County High School. on March 31, at eight p.m at the meet at the club house at 9:30 month, which will be April 20, in
mvelope.
the small car expert,
She gave a talk on the Home home of Mrs. Betty Wilder.
a.m. with Mrs. Al Koertner, Mrs. the home of Mrs. Max Brandon.
your Datsun dealer.
Economics Courses at Calloway
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Dan Harrell, and Mrs. Dale
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
MM.
in
as
partial
Cal.
High
for
Angeles.
fulfillments
Los
1197011.
Box
seed Si to Abby.
Lemons as hostesses.
her State Homemaker degree.
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, president,
Calloway County Post 5638
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt, mother of
presided, and Mrs. Glen Gibbs
VFW aill have a "Dutch" supper
gave the devotion.
Mrs. Don Grogan, has been
p.m.
seven
at
Inn
Triangle
the
at
dismissed from the Baptist
A highlight of the atternnor
So. 12th Street Phone 753-7114
All interested persons are invited
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Garrett,
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Vas the array of baby gifts
to attend.
'Route Seven, Fox Meadows
Tenn.
'presented to Mrs. Harry Lee
Members of the South Pleasant
Tuesday, March 23
Trailer Court, Murray, are the The home of Mrs. Harold (Garland by the club members Grove Homemaktlin Club held
parents of a baby boy, Matthew Eversrneyer on North Nineteenth
Refreshments were served by their Morch meeting at the Craft The Murray Quota Club will
Ill
Alan, weighing eight pounds Ilts Street was the scene of the Mrs. Lee. Other members House on South 12th Street, have its luncheon meeting at the
noon.
ounces, born on Wednesday, meeting of the South Murray present were Mrs. Mary Lou Murray.
Southside Restaurant at 12
March 17, at 6:03 p.m. at the Homemakers Club held on Robertson, Mrs. Elvin Crouse, The group was given a tour of
Murray -Calloway County Wednesday, March 10, at ten- Mrs. Jerry Butler, Mrs. Wayburn. theCraft House by Mrs. C. W. The Kirksey School PTA will
Hospital.
yatt, Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Mrs. Jones, owner and manager, who meet at 1:30 p.m. at the school
thirty o'clock in the morning.
The new father is a junior at Mrs . N. P. Cavitt presented the James Miller, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, told them of the craft items she with Willard Alls as the speaker. 'ii
Murray State University.
Hostesses will be the fifth grade
lesson on "Well Made Hems". Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs. Betty has in her shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. She illustrated several methods Elkins, the latter being a new
Mrs. Milford Orr, president, mothers, Mrs. Thyra Crawford
J W. Garrett of Kevil and Mt. of hems to give the handmade member. Mrs. Enoch Hargan presided and gave the lesson and Mrs. Dan Darnell, teachers.
III
and Mrs. James D. Maddox of garments a special finish.
was a guest.
"Courture Touches (Hems)".
hi
Hardinsburg.
Mrs. Hoyt Craig gave the land- The Gamma Gamma Chapter Ili
A craft lesson on how to make
CLIP THIS COUPON
CLIP THIS COUPON
scape notes on insects.
nylon scrubbers with different
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
Gary Thomas is the name colors of net was given by Mrs.
Those present for the meeting meet at 7:30 p.m.
im
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gary Martha Golden.
were Mrs. Dan Billington, Mrs.
-iii 1
ALL ITEMS
EKCO STAINLESS '
isi
Knostrnan of Mayfield for their The president. Mrs. Cavitt,
s
I
I
1
and Mrs. Tom Key of Hoyt • Craig, Mrs. Clifton E. Grades One through Six of the im
Mr.
•
IN
baby boy, weighing seyen pounds presided. Mrs. Claude Miller
Jones,
Mrs.
Kent
and
Simpson,
will
Marion, Ill., announced the
Hazel Elementary School
four ounces, born on Wednesday, gave the devotion reading from
arrival of a baby girl, Tasha Mrs. Milford Orr..
present a musical program at the IIII
l I
; Ni
March 17, at 11:55 a.m at the Proverbs 18:24 and closed with
next
will
meeting
The
be
held
Gaye. born Friday, March 12. at
school at seven p.m. The Hazel 1i
Murray -Calloway County the poem, "Cause To Like" by
the
at
home
of
Mrs.
Kent
Simpson
this
held
be
at
will
seven
weighed
She
meeting
11116 p.m.
on Monday. April 12, at one p.m. PTC
Hospital.
Edgar Guest, and a prayer.
pounds one ounce.
time
Their other children are Todd, Members answered the roll call
They have another daughter,
s
Wednesday, March 24
Stephanie, and Jack. The father with a spring house cleanins
ni I
!
Michelle
Stacy
Inn,
the
of
Holiday
day luncheon will be
Ladies
is manager
3/21/71
Expires
Coupon
i
chore that needs to be done firs+
Coupon Expires 3/21/71
The maternal giandmother is
in
. see
Mayfield.
served at Oaks County Club at
in their homes. Announcemen
ase.
Ben Bell of 502 South 7th
•411.
•41•0
sit
IS
Make
by
reservations
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. was made of Annual Day or Mrs.
m.
p
12:45
Street, Murray, and the paternal
Ill
Tuesday noon with Murrelle Ill
J. W. Knostrnan of Houston, March 19.
COUPON
THIS
CUP
Mrs.
and
grandparents are Mr.
753-4517 or Essie Caldwell ni
Walker
Texas, and Mr. and Mrs. Loyd A potluck luncheon was serves
III
MONO /OM sic =MED mean
Mel.
MOO=
IIM•4=.
II=
Lowell Key of Murray Route
Mansfield of Martin, Tenn.
ill
The Lynn Grove Beta Club 753-4920
at the noon hour
iii
are
grandparents
1
Great
Four.
'•
Other members present; no, Mrs. Emma Emmerson, Mrs. E. members have finished the
MitChester
luncheon
be
day
will
Mrs.
Ladies
Mr. and
previously mentioned, wet" T. Humphreys, and Mr. and Mrs. school and community projects
1
chuson of Hardin Route One Mesdames Lola Fisk, Quinton
for 1970-71, according to Marketia served at noon at the Calloway
Key.
One
iii
County Country Club. Hostesses ;6
announce the birth of a baby boy, Gibson, James Witherspoon
Orr, reporter for the club, .
by WESTCLOX
•
fourteen
Bill
Fulton,
Henry
pounds
Mesdames
nine
Money was made -bY popping are
i
weighing
James Parker, Elmer Sholar, S need from a third to a half
HI
ounces, born on Wednesday. C. Colson, Raymond Carter, Ter again
I
long for cooking rare, popcorn daily. Groups were Crouse, Stark Erwin, Joe Dick, HI
March 17, at 3:45 p.m. at the Howard, Gladys Spann, Thomas medium or well done: lamb formed and each member par- E. J. Harverstock, Joe Hal
eparm, Wayne Doran, W. C.
Murray -Calloway County Covington, M. C. Henry, ant medium or Well done; veal ticipated in the work.
David Berry reported to his Elkins, Glenn Doran, T. C.
Hospital.
and pork_are cooked well
Christine Rhodes.
Coupon Expires 3/21/71
hi
Their other children are The next meeting will be held done. liar sense procedure band students that new music Doran, M. C. Ellis, and Evelyn
-2- ft e rt 5 -TI w rt s ri -et- e re a"
III
IN
for fresh. defrosted or frozen stands were needed, and it was Wilson, Bridge hostesses are
Chester. Jr , age 14, Jeffrey, age on Wednesday, April 7, at 10:
place meat on rack, discussed at the monthly meeting Mrs. Tommy Chrisp and Mrs. Ili
12. Anita. age 10, Nellie, age a.m. the home of Mrs. Martha roasts
Bel-Air Shopping Center
;rood 'in a 325-degree oven. to buy five mjsic stands.
Hp,
John Gregory.
eilzht. Judith. age five, and Brian, Golden Note change in date.
Phone
753-8304
I
:I
Dio not add water or cover.
The group also participated
age two The father is employed
m
'7:
em.rm•
Sat.
Insert the roast mrid thermo- with many more Americans in a The Murray Woman's Club will u 1
.it the Gilbertsville State Park.
III
Cooking tip
meter irv center of a frozen letter drive by writing letters to have its general luncheon i i
Grandparents are Mrs. Nellie
to 6 5unday
roast after it is thawed or the leaders and ambassadors of meeting at the club house at ten
-—
111in. additional cooking
miichuson of Hardin Route One
1),,
done.
when about half
ftIO•111 ho,,,
many countries for fair treat- a to. Hostesses will be the Home
and Mr and Mrs Thomas Oakley 11111e is 611
not force thrfrnianneter into ment for the soldiers in Vietnam and Sigma Dehartment
sb' I rozen -1.11e Frii/en tor -t•
if canton
—
path& _
rd..

The watch runs, should
she grin and wear it?

New Providence
Club Meets, Home
Of Mrs. Housden

Kirksey Baptist BW
Has Program Meet

Flint Baptist WMS
Has Program Meets

lkonalgoit,

Mrs. Haron West
Hostess For Meet

Mrs. Delores Lee
Hostess For Meet
Of Westside Club

Linda Adams

IAL

ROMS BANK

Newcomers Board
Meets Wednesday

Ask the small car expert
about safety features.

DATsuN

FBIRTHSj

7

Mrs. Eversmeyer
Hostess For Meet
South Murray Club

Homemakers Ciub
Has Regular Meet
At Craft House
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s Takes
• tarium

Rocketry achievements
are NASA's yardstick

CAN-AWROLE TOWN QUIT SMOKING?

OP*

:de class of Almo
iii took a field
'Ianetarium at
University on
2, and Thursday,
anged because
e studying the

\

Ilk

f.:_..

: going with the
Susan Jones
icia Lassiter,
• da Zaremba,
resentative.

,

HOME
IN jg
-

iety of getted in new
and make
t "Home
," again.
g gifts and
tion from
rhood busiic leaders.

Adams
753-23711

Despite what its criucs sa), and early 1966sylt vos used to
between 1953 and
the nation's space program has orbit the first U. S. earth 100 tIrries
its successors have
of
Few
1967.
and
decade.
I,
come a long way in a
satellite, Explorer
records.
reliability
better
had
Perhaps one of the most Australia's initial earth
like one of the
Redstone,
significant yardsticks of its satellite, WRESAT-I.
Saturn V's three stages, was
progress is an incredible
As a military missile and
and built by Chrysler
STORK SHOWER—Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., waitgrowth in the size and power of space booster, the doughty lesigned
:orp.
ing to be a first-th•oe father at 68 this month, tries a pair
American space boosters over Redstor,e was launched nearly
of earmuffs at a stork shower given for him in Washa decade.
ington. Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., presented the earOn May 5, 1961, the United
muffs so Thurmond can itet some sleep after wife
States put its first man into
Nancy, 24, a former beauty queen, has the baby.
space - Astronaut Alan
aboard
ballistic missile for a 15:.
minute, 302-mile suborbita!
ride in his Mercury spacecraft
Today the Apollo manned
down the alley as far as what
lunar expeditions use a Saturn
By Marva Gay
V to carry a three-man crew
we're doing with the permit
Special Writer
over 900,000 miles in space on a
This will help me
Ky.-Kentucky system.
FRANKFORT,
10-day mission to and from the
AGRICULTURAL & COMMERCIAL
Air Pollution Control Com- evaluate control equipment
moon.
staff members necessary under the system."
mission
1KAPCC)
OF ALFALFA WEEVIL-March thru June
SPRAYING
The marked differences
cleam air diplomas and According to Hohn T Smither,
when
between these two rockets, collect
to the diassistant to the Farmers should observe carefully after March 15th and
assistant
should
Alfalfa
skeletonized.
are
beans
of
designed and developed more certificate.
tips
the
of
percent
of
director of the KAPCC, most
than a decade apart, dramatize At a rate of from one to four a the 40 members of the treated immediately. Two (2) treatments may be necessary o
the rapid strides achieved in year, KAPCC staffers earn professional staff attend from
first cutting, regrow4h following first cut may need protectio
diplomas from air pollution
booster technology.
also. By ground -use a minimum of 20 gal, of finished spray pa
year.
a
one to three sessions
For example, the pencil- control courses offered by the Air
acre, 10 gal, on stubble or 4 gal. by air. Chemical should not
paper
necessary
the
Among
shaped Mercury Redstone of Pollution Office of the federal
applied during bloom.
gained in the short courses are
1961 stood slightly more than Enviromeni.al Protection
•snverete-, carling-vei(iflc-dtes
We spray at Heleits oil Foot to 100177FeT
''1\getic)
-high hum die -tins to the
can
investigator
Without.one„,,an
air
keep
top of the abort tower and was
Courses designed to
not quite six feet in diameter. pollution officials up-to-date and riot present legal testimony as to
The mammoth Saturn V to introduce them to new fields the darkness or density of a.
stands 363 feet high and is 33 range from introductory class to smoke plum.
. 502
ng
feet in diameter, wide enough detailed studies in control of
own
its
smoke
held
KAPCC
The
Contact Bill English, iics-362-4675(Office)
particulate enlissions, gaseous
to fit five Redstones inside with
in Frankfort last fall and
school
c.e)
atmeteorology,
4m7p5a3ny(,Hionm
emissions,
Cerroom to spare. A three-stage
sampling and dif- can retrain its members.
mospheric
39 0space vehicle, its 138-foot S-1C
tificates must be re-earned every
A Div. of Jim Smith Contra5c0ti2n-gC5
first stage is almost three times fusion.
attended by the six months..
Courses
as long as the entire Redstone
commission staff are usually
booster unit.
The Redstone, :developed by week-long exercises held at
Dr. Wernher Von Braun as one Research Triangle Park near
of his first important missions Durham, N. C. During an introductory course,
for the United States when he
was brought here from Ger- new employes get a taste of tehmany'after World War II, was, cnical gibberish and simple
a single bi- fundamentals.
poweredengine
propellant liquid
"The big surprise in the
developing 78,000 pounds of beginning courses was the crossthrust at liftoff. It had an in- secton of people," said Dick
flight equivalent of 1.2 million Evershert; recently returned
horsepower.
Insurance
KAPCC engineer.
• Buy any eligible model
If you think that's a lot of agents, conservationists, health
• Get $.50 oft per 1000
horses, the first stage of the educator-4, industrialists and
BTU's • AND — get a
Saturn V develops nearly 7.6 federal and state agency staff
Westinghouse certificate
million pounds of liftoff thrust workers attend.
good for an ADDITIONAL
$ .50 discount per 1000
and its in-flight push equals
on
course
the
attending
After
BTU's, paid by direct mail
that of 160 million horsepower.
control of particulate emissions,
from the Factory! • TOTAL
At liftoff, America's first
SAVINGS—$1.00 per 1000
Rob Adams, another staff
manned rocket weighed about
BTU's — UP TO $26
said, "It falls right
33 tons. Liquid propellant engineer.
for
accounted
nearly 4 tons of
THIS OFFER GOOD FROM
the total weight. The Saturn V.
Discount
s1"'
•
Prices
MAR. 22 to APR. 4, 1971
•Lowest Pre-Season
vehicle weighs more than 3,140
s26w
To
Up
BTU—Save
tons, including nearly 2,950 tons
1000
Per
of fuel.
During Shepard's flight down
the Atlantic Missile Range, the
Mercury Redstone burned 7,385
gallons of fuel at the rate of 49
gallons a second. On the start of
a lunar flight, Saturn V con00000000
sumes about 563.900 gallons of
UMW,
00000000
500c
propellant at the rate of 3,757
00000
00000000
0000
0000
omffsmerassara
gallons per second.
cr
00000000
e
gr
0000000°
(300
This Saturn V gulps more
0000000°
Doc
0°a°
0000
fuel in the first two seconds of
888
0000000°
oi004000
an Apollo liftoff than the
00
030000
did
Redstone
during the entire
BOOB
launch phase of Shepard's 1961
0000000°
c0000
00000
000000°0
c000ClL
With all these marked difS8888888
°
0000000
ferences, the engines of both
0000
000
000011
boosters fire for about 150
B8800°°°
seconds before cutting off 40
0000°°°
miles above earth. The
MODEL AC054M70
variance here is that the
Redstone carried a three-ton
payload including the Mercury
capsule and instrument unit,
SURPRISE—Onu of the bigwhile the Saturn V sends into
gest surprises at till,
orbit two other stages, an insed Grammy
tionally-televi
strument unit and the Apollo
the appearwas
Awards
spacecrtgt - a
weight
ance (above) of Paul NT,aggregate of 690 tons.
Car-they, and his wit','. ti,
spa ce' accept- an award for the
a
Redstone,
• Lightweight—carry it home!
Our Pre-Season Price $139.95
anachronism today, neverBeatles' song, "Let It Be,"
like a lamp!• Installs
in
Plugs
•
5.00
theless as one of the mar
Less Discount
in Hollywooa,
versatile and reliable launch
in minutes • 2-speed fan
vehicles during the late '1950s

.epard

This whole town is trying to quit smoking-with hilarious results as suggested by the above
illustration. The film,"Cold Turkey," stars Dick Van Dyke and was filmed in Color by DeLuxe. Also
starring Pippa Scott, Tom Poston, Everett Edward Horton, Bob and
_ and Bob Newhart, the
_ Ray,
pi tore ts now showing at the Capri Theltriini -ChiiiEtit.

kiijOkr
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that much of the market's rotating from one group to
recovery has been from "unrea- another. "With the outlook
sonably low levels (and) this ahead pointing to more of the
may tend to make predictions same, purchases of selectively
of a serious reaction just on the strong performers are recombasis of the percentage extent mended," TPO adds.
the, advance somewhat
of
NEW YORK (UPI)-Standard
.
& Poor's Corp. advises inves- hollow."
Haiti expansion
tors not to be "too concerned
Haiti
CE.
PORT-AU-PRIN
to see if
movements "It will be revealing
day-to-day
with
(UPI) Spurred by increased
the(on
900
above
move
the
construction
(because) the market is enaverage) causes travel, new hotel
Haiti has
titled to a pause after its Drivv industrial
in
expansion
and
odd lot sentiment,"
sustained showing of exuber- a shift in
number of guest
the
brought
di Co. says. The
ance." The company believes E.F. Hutton
nearit 1,000. In
if the odd room: to
market has entered a 'less company feels that,
to more airline
addition
from their present
buoyant" phase. But the basic lotters shift
flights, 123 cruiw ships call
"which is overwheltrend is upward S&P believes, sentiment,
at Port-au-Prince during the
on the sell side," it season.
and the company advises mingly
precursor of a
investors to keep "a construc- could "the
severe than
more
decline
tive attitude."
anything we have seen up to
However, Hutton says Buyer protection
A prime concern is whether now."
LOS ANCELLS (UPI)
take time to ascertain
will
this
too
the market has gone too far
the meantime, the The City Council is corniderfast in discounting the business "and in
ing an ordinance aimed at prolooks higher."
upturn, Spear & Staff Inc. says. market
tecting buyers of homes.
the
,
showing
"Statistics are
Under the proposed ordin"superfipresently
is
list
The
beginnings of an economic
to &rice the city s Building and
according
overbought,"
cially
upturn, but they fail to confirra
However, TPO says Safety Commission would rethe dramatic upturn envisioned TPO Inc.
many "equities quire a physical imipeetion of
internally
that
believes.
Spear
by some,"
of driving any building offered for sale
capable
appear
with the results available to
However, the company says the
are
traders
because
upward"
prospective. purchasers.
picture is clouded by the fact

Wall Street
Chatter

*
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a Redstone Air Pollution Staff
Earn Yearly Diplomas

HELICOPTER
SERVICE

Ken Lake Helicopter
Service

COUNT 71
111117.
111111111111111111.1111.11.11.11.11
R 1000 BTU

PR!SEASON

!
lift

CIT_TIClig
Ti CUGEMCIMM

Save Cold Cash On This Cool Value!
Westinghouse Compact 5000 BTU
Room Air Conditioner

3495

YOUR PRICE

a
• LI>
,

Some cars just can't be mass produced.
Hove you ever taken o tour through on
••
factory?
outarAobile
•,
lt's moss production in action,
Slam, bong, crash—and then pool, instant car.
But if you wont o car with doors that
. really fit, with body panels that don't
ripple, and with point that's buffed to an
incredibly silky-smooth finish, you can't
cOunt on machines,
Which is why Maserati doesn't moss

.N.f..1111

Westinghouse HIGH CAPACITY

INSTRuMeNT
UN"

twilit) STAGE IS WM
SO 3 FEET

Nabonwide

produce the $15,300* Moler,oti Mexico
irear), Ferrari doesn't moll produce the
$19,700* Ferrari GT84 (left), and we
don't moss produce the $2,712.00 VolksWogen Karmann Ghia (right).
When we build the Karmonn Ghia, instead of l ust big machines that slam and
crash and bong and don't care, we also
use little ones that are much quieter and
core a lot.
They're called people.

SEcONI) STAGE iS-In
or S FEET

Our Pre Season Price
Less Dtscount

,
YOUR PRICE $

Al/10000411

_

34110.4r•51,saw•••••[.-sci

'

5 P.M.

'1998.00

9

thermostat.3.
Speed fan • Vent control
let vanes • High
• Adiustable
performance dehurnidilicaon
Our Pre Season Price
5 00
Less Discount

Westinghouse
NATIONWIDE
SURE SERVICE —
protects your new
Westinghouse Air
Conditioner no
matter *here you
live or move in the
USA. You're
always sure of
fast. quality repairs — with free
parts and free
labor for the first
ear,

t

95

YOUR PRICE

28 1 95

PURDOM'S INC.

800 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8850
upen Mon. Ulm Sat. 730 A.M.

MODEL AS184M2K
• ii positton

MODEL AM0134M1M
• 8000 BTU
capacity — $8. 00 off!
• 2 Speed fan • 11-00Sition
thermostat • Adjustable owlet
vanes • Easy installation

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
•

Westinghouse "SOUTHERNER" 18,000 BTU

1.4EPillaY RECISTn.,

CIE. I

MAY S itei

••••••-0,-,
•wilasytesiewEllralleteari

"We Service What We Sell"

SATURN v

DOWNTOWN — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

JAN 35 5975

4
•
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PAGE SIX
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSIA4

WLAC-5

6:30
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7-30 Discovery
8:00 Lost in Space
8:30
9:00 Roadrunner
9:30 Hot Dog
10:00 Jambo
10:30 Herald of Truth
11:00 Worship
11:30 This is the Life
12:00 Meet The Press
12:30 Newsmakers
1:00 Wild Rivers
1:30 Sugarfoot
2:00
2:30 "Viva Zapata"
3:30
4:00 Bowang
4:30 Comment
5:00 TEA
5:30 News
600 Scene at six
6:30 Disneyland
7:00
7:30 Bill Cosby
8:00 Bonanza
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten
10:30 Tonight Show

WSPC-8

Sunrise Semester
Tom & Jerry

Penelope Pistop
Carl Tipton
Jubilee

House-Worship
Sego Bros.

World Tomorrow
Wonderama
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Major Television Action
To Be On NBC This Week

• ABOUT YOU?
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Evenin4
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Eveninr
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Even in

Morn in
venire,

'Mornin
E,,venin
Moron
Evenin

The people we lend money to
fell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need -and use-our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
.f; help, medical bills, educational expenses.
A'?id we know how to tailor repayment prod' fiviclo grams to their production
and income
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-with a seasoned Money
pro the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

Is min

Interns

Ctsilearrel

Werra
Andy GOMM
Movie:

.311 Mem of Gems
011111erne of Gems

Movie
Movie
ill Weds; *ltd.; Sporitterds; Mid.; $ports
Perry Maw
:JO Tontiest
Perri' Masco
Cd tonight
Movie,
0 Tonight
"Count'.
00
Pointmov,.
00

That Girl

Rasa°

-fArp,le'
"Teo Rode Totteew"
Movie_

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
de

swineo
:Se Agriculture USA s.......
:311 Form Digest

7
•
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,:i4
AO Logglage
NO Declor Doellgle Cernmunne Center S
9 ad
PIM Pagew
:Olt Tenit Peolerlr
Moe Hew
:0 MOW
Woody Malleecli Sabres,
Groover Gaolers

Hdirlete. Gleletretttes

10

Kanlvcav Slate
Iffi H. R. Ptreeeket
:21 Here Cam's Greet gesereatu Towner
eere,c", Stole
411 Screen
Besvelte. Towner
:lb Streets Matto%

Three Sloopm
Mime Poems
1.1*. 15000
adand Mew
Jerry Lewis Sit Down
Here' Come Crleckset

Lamoolot

MONACO'S PRINCESSES VISIT LONDON Princess
Grace of Monaco and
14-year-old daughter, Princess carolihe, arrive at London's Heathrow
Airport en
route,to the Ideal Home Exhibition.
(Cahlephoto)

Hot *Meets
Sew Havrts
Meter Mouse
44,0 SCIP1001 0041

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
J.-
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•

4-44,4„,

centwatir Male'
Ileskentan Towner
Ouldeers
Sernesnine 1,10
Mims Pine

:Ili gasestagam
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3 1444444ii
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CBS Golf Classic
CBS Golf Classic
MOVIO.

:le

Del ROOMS
:311 Maidevede feartrC
0/1t/liFiiirn Bros
.311-Por-e, Waeoner

*coos 'er Wettrs
Reed, "did New.

America.
, Banastred
*restliwo
*restiine
am Anderson

when
heated

Sports Challenge
Pre Illewters Tour
Pro Bowlers lour
Pro bowlers Tow

Scotts Super
EarlyBird SALE

ernte Weld of
*woe World of

Sob
,
'
Wei
ende World et Sem'
Fish

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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6 :3111
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New, *5w: Saar,' Untamed Werkl
U T. Season Hi hies Larinence Welk
ir*Pick r Slate
Lawrence Welk
lassefball Tounrev
Pearl Bailey
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esiskeetiatl Seen,,,Mov
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J
Malefic
'ilie Bravados"
Meet&
Movie
iti :gig Nees: eine : Soorteelerrs; eller.• Sports Peres; Wily; Seals
vir alb Vite-f-ee Intereattee per, ki.....
Dick Care*
AlliAler-r-ry leferesfin• Perri, MINIM
Dick Cavett
rosi
Movie.
111F
30 Devitt_ Frost
Dice (*vett
rroil
Street"
11:::: F
Mover

.7 16444,

It's Scotts TURF BUILDER,
America's favorite fertilizer
for developing thick, green
lawns Turf Builder makes
your lawn grow greener,
thicker, sturdier-no matter
what kind of grass you have.
Keeps it that way longer too,
because of its prolonged
feeding action.

Trelliorris

Is , ,mriem.scts,.

I
r,
1

9 2 Most.4

i

12 31

Si,

os,

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

20% off
5,000 sq ft bag (20 lbs) _545- 4.35
l0,000.sq ft bag (40 lbs) 545- 7.95
15,000 sq It bag (60 lbs)13--"S.- 10.95

and Try Our

-Fresh Ky. Like ( atfish
-Country Hams and steaks
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
na iii tolOp iti ,7 days a week- J.C.GALLIMORE -

authorized CScott, retailer

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar

Phone 753-1227

There's a big difference in water heaters. Take the
quick-recovery
electric one. It's the worry-free kind that puts out
hot water for all
home needs. It's the one that's safe and dependable
. The kind you
can install and forget.
It's the one that you-Can tuck away anywhere
because,iti4eqs no
venting. The kind that you can put ciO,k. fro the point
of greateth hot
water use to save on pipe runs and installation
costs. And, incidentally, sar on water heating costs since there's
so little hot water left
in thorshort pipe runs to cool off.
Why worry about enough hot water
eVer? See your appliance
dealer for the worry-free, quick -recovery
electric water heater.

f

'Morn,nc
Eveninc

)Morn,nc

,Fverlinc
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Aorn
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Viorship S

Jocouts C oustoo.
Partridge F amity
Love. Anvericen Style
Love. American Style
Aran: *Mt : Sports

•
New
2/
1
4rtorninc,
,-Evenin

eVOCShip

'The Geoid Inwester"Ored
Couee
_._

:36 Nome of Owe.
Strange nowt
:ID Strange Report

:le

viornira

;evening

trn.

Undersea World of

.

•
:Mornin,
,
Evenin

Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Street
Phone 753 5602

LACITV
WSIX.TV
Channel S
Channel 4
Channel 8
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
10 News; Weer.; Sports New.: WIN./ Sitorii I Dream or Jeannie

:de lelgli Clugerrol

Walker_

Worthii
Trainin

ISION SCHEDULE

W M-TV

9
10
11
12

MOft

O I-THINK I DESERVE A REST,
r SARGE I I BoUGHT MY Quom
OF EASTER SEALS! HOW

tourney in Houston. Consolation
fiance asks her to give up medgame for runners-up begins at
By JACK GAVER
MONDAY
icine just as she undertakes a
2, championship game at apJohnny Quest
NEW YORK UPI) - The NBC preempts Red Skelton's heavy assignment.
approximately 4 (teams not
Look up & Live
Cattanooga Cats week's major network televi- half hour at 7:30 p.m. for "Win- NBC preempts "The
Name Of
known).
Oral Roberts
Bullwinkle
sion action will be on NBC. nie The Pooh and The Honey
The Game" at 8:30 for a 90Faith For Today
Play in the National Airlines
Discovery
This network has big drama Tree," musical in animation
"Hallmark Hall of
minute
Open invitational golf tournaentries with Peter Ustinov and based on an A.A. Milne story
Flipper
Fame" special, Chayefsky's
ment in Miami is carried live
Jose Ferrer in a video version of Pooh Bear's yen for honey. -(;ideon."
Pet Set
Face the Nation
Peter Ustinov has
on CBS at 5.
of Paddy Chayefsky's stage hit, "NBC World Premiere MoNat'l invt. bourn News Conf.
role as a boastful and
title
the
Mrs. Joan Kennedy, wife of
Soul of The City -Gideon," and George C. Scott vie" at 9 screens the new 'Triall-to-human saviour of the Heand Susannah York in a dra- ple Play," three situation comNBA Basketball
U.S. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
brew tribes who gets word from
matization of Charlotte Bronte's edies, "Inside O.U.T.," "The
plays piano on Andy Williams'
the Lord to lead his people into
Eyre."
-Jane
NBC hour at 7:30 (appearance
Good Life" and "Is There A battle against oppressors.
NHL Hockey
Jose rescheduled from March 13).
NBC also has a "Winnie The Doctor In The House?" Bill
3:15 Am. Sptsmn.
Ferrer plays the Angel of the
Big Valley
Pooh" animation special, a Daily, Larry Hagman and WilOthers on the show are Charlie
children's special with comedi- liam Windom have leading Lord. Arnold Moss, Eric Christ- Callas, the Lennon Sisters the
Movie
dancer
and
Little
Egypt
mas
Spell Down
an Bill Cosby and play in the roles in the separate pieces.
Bread Rock musical group.
Report
National Collegiate Athletic As- The ABC movie at 9 screens are in the cast.
NBC's movie at 8:30 removie
CBS
The
at
9
screens
sociation's basketball tourney 1966's "Africa - Texas Style,"
Roger Mudd
screens 1967's "A Countess
-Cannon,"
feature
film
pilot
for
two nights of the week.
Johnny Cash
Lassie
starring Hugh O'Brian as an
prospective video series next From Hong Kong," a Charles
Hogan's Heroes
CBS airs the opening game of American cowboy hired to cap- a
Chaplin production starrring
New York's National Invitation ture and tame wild animals in fall. William Conrad stars as a Marlon Brando and Sophia LorF.B.I.
Ed Sullivan
private
investigator
called
to
a
Tournament involving top col- Africa.
romantic comedy about
western town to help a woman en in a
Movie
lege basketball teams on SunGlen Campbell
trying to smuggle a beautiful
TUESDAY
charged
with
murdering
her
Jackie Gleason
day and the championship final Edie Adams, Barbara Mcstowaway into the U.S.
husband. Others in the cast are
News
next Saturday. CBS covers a Nair, Louis Nye and the Mob
News
Vera Miles, J. D. Cannon, Earl
Movie
golf tourney Saturday.
Perry Mason
are guests on Don Knotts' NBC Holliman,
Barry Sullivan and HOLIDAY CHEER SOURS
Highlights (Times EST):
show
at
8.
MONDAY
SEATTLE (UPI)-St. PaKeenan Wynn.
- SUNDAY
ABC's movie at 8:30 is "In -Strange Report"
trick's Day wasn't a big
on
NBC
at
Country Journal
545
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour at 8
CJI Azzia•••ca." A--41wee
Yews
Morn 6:00 —"m
g-Show
features the Phil Driscoll Ex- generation family takes a trip rd lids XFor The Doctor?" Strange in- approached J. P. • Sullivan
Real McCoys
Morning Watch
6•30
plosion, -Oliver, Bernadette Pe- through the country to try
to
Wednesday at a downtown
Bozo
7'00 Today Show
ters, Georgie Kaye, George reassess life values. Carl Betz, vestigates the death of a diaintersection.
beti(
neurosurgeon.
Captain Kangaroo
8-00
Hamilton, the Young Saints and Vera Miles, Ruth McDevitt and
"You look like a fine Irish
SATURDAY
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
8.30
Skiles and Henderson.
Jeff Bridges have top roles.
NBC preempts "Hot Dog" lad," said -one of them. "How
9:00 Dish's Place
Hazel
"Three Way Split" is the fare wn 1.
about giving me 80 cents
9- 30 Concentration
Hillbillies
on ABC's "The FBI" at 8. "Alias Smith and Jones" on and "Jambo," noon to 1 p.m.,
towards a bottle of booze?"
for
an
"NBC
Children's
TheaCentury
Sale
The
10:00
of
Family Affair
Gourmet
Three criminals go separate ABC at 7:30 offers "The Fifth
Sullivan and a partner, both
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
That Girl
ways after tunneling a million Victim." Someone in a mysteri- ter" production, "A Day With
plainclothes policemen, arrestBill
Cosby."
The
comedian
and
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
aollars from a Denver bank. ous town seems to be trying to
three experts in the field an- ed the pair for being drunk and
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
Don Rickles, Burl Ives and kill all of the participants in a
swer questions about drugs begging.
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Childreb
Anne Murray headline on 'The poker game
asked by' a group of children
12:05
Singing Cony.
Glen
Campbell
Goodtime The CBS movie at 9 screens
aged four to 11.
12:30
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal Hour" for CBS at--&Now You Know
- - 1967's "Casino Royale," a
CBS at 1 broadcasts the final By United Press International
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
James Bond adventure starring championship ,basketball
game More than 1,500 American
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
NBC's "Bonanza" at 9 has Peter Sellers, Ursula Andress
of New York's NIT competition soldiers lost their lives during
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
Vera Miles in "A Time To and David Niven.
I teams not known).''
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night • One Life
the Seminole wars in the
Die.."_A woman visitor to the
--FRIDAY From 2 to 6, NBC- airs the Florida- territory at the begin3:00 Another World
Gortier Pyle
Dark Shadows
Ponderosa is bitten by a rabid In "The Interns" on CBS at
finals of the NCAA basketball ning of the 19th century.
Lucy Show
3:30 Star Trek
Gilligan's Island
wolf.
71-30 p m a woman doctor's
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
4:30 Wild, Wild West
5:00
News
5:25 News
Weather
5:30 News
News
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Jeannie
News
6:30 Red Skelton
Gunsmoke
Let's Make A Deal
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
7130
Here's Lucy
The Real Game
8:00 Movie
Mayberry RFD
Movie
8:30
Doris Day
9:00
Carol Burnett
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
News
10:30 Tonight Show
Mery Griffin
Dick Cavett

6
7

By

Beetle Bailey
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ELECTRICITY
riDOES IT BEST'

Murray Electric System
E. S. Ferguson,
Superintenderil
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Scotts Grove
10a m
Worship Service
Training Union
6 30p m

New Providence
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship
7:30p.m
-West Ford
II a.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Baptist
10:45 am.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

11 a.m

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
7
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
11am.
Morning Worship
6.30p.m
evening Worship
Grace Baptist
'Morning Worship
1.0;4Sa.m.
evening Worship
7p m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
630p.m

in

Green Plain
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

West Murray
Morning Worship
TO:SO a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

United, 310 rvan Ave.
10 a in
Sunday School
7 p.m
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 7:30
Worship Services
pm

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
106.m.
,11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Palestine United
11 a.m.
Worship Service"
Worship Service 11 a.m.
OahrGrove
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Sunday School
10a.m.
Martins Chapel United
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
Worship Service
9:30 a m.
" Mount Plesant
II a.m.
Morning Worship
South Pleasnt Grove
7 p.m.
Worship
Evening
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
First
Presbyterian
Evening Worship
6 p.m,
9:30 a.m.
Church School
Good Shepherd United
II a.m.
I tam. Worship Service
Worship Service

L
never

--4-Mentortet•
ing Worship
ing Worship

Mn

. New Mt. Carmel Missionary
II a.m.
21Aorning Worship
‘Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

Flint Baptist
•
11Aorning Worship
-Evening Worship
Cherry Corner
•
horning Worship
Worship
Evening
Elm Grove
-:M▪ orning worship
'Evening Worship

11 a.m

Salem Baptist
11 a m
'Morning Worship
7:15p.m
Evening Worship

Christian
•

First Christian
10 30 a.m
Worship Services
111•m•

Murray Christian
41orship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.

'berry, as proclaimed by law and constitutions, can

hair full meaning without the added ingredients
of Fraternity and brotherhood; without the spirit of

friendliness and unselfishness ...ion. for este'l
/eau,. Those powerful qualifying attributes help spell

Brooks Chapetynited
WorShip services air 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays. 11 a.m
3rd
Sunday, & 6p.m. 4th Sunday.

Kirksey Baptist
:Morning Worship
:Evening Worship

We end up
y the people
rvice. So we
oney needs
ance, extra
al expenses.
ayment prond income
s-any seaned Money

Murray Church
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship

Seventh A Poplar
Worship service
10:40a.m.
Evening Service
6p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10750 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plesant Valley
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 rt.rn

Sinking Springs
•
Morning Worship
7
.quening Worship

nd ranchers
who borrow
they tell us
really going

10 30a

anPA PA PA MOIAPA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA

hen one secs a family unit, parents and children,

Bethel United.
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 151
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m 2nd
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. led Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9 30 a in 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
11
Morning Worship
7
Worship
Evening
Coldwater United
Church School
11 - 00
WOrship Service

with Biblei in hand, attending church to worship as

Amcman

is equal!) important, along with co:mount

Then worship God as you please but be

First Assembly Of God
11 a.rm, 7.30
Worship Services
al
p
Jehovah's

Freedom of religious worship

freedom and freedom from oppression, in America.

Christian Science
it a in.
Worship Service

Watchtower
Bible-Lecture

thee one is wititessing Liberty in

its finest awl most Jul/some formes, for that, too, is

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m , 11 a.m., 4130
P.m

Temple Hill United
Worship Service 11 a.m. Ist & 3rd
Sundays, 9730 am. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
First methodist
8 458.10 10 am.
Worship
Russells Chapel United
Worship ServiceS at 9:30 a in 151
& 3rd Sudays, 11 a ii 2nd &
Sundays
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a in 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p in 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
4th Sunday
Sunday 10 45 is

thcs please

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a.m.
Sunday School

sure io

that is Americanism.

Witnesses
10 30 a.m.
9 30 a.m.

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
orsittla Serv ices 11 a in
St. John's Episcopal
9 30a in
Sunday School
10 30a m.
Morning Worship
Immanuel Lutheran
9. 15a in
Sunday School
10 30 a in
Morning Worship
3,r.d.coto
olowspoper f
Si. 231 - fort Woe^. To.os

Seventh Day Adventist
; p in.
Sabbath School
2P m.
Worship Service

11111 10111,111111111111181,1111111181111111111n1M11111111111111
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investmenY in Yotrr future

Free pick-up & delivery
We give S & H Green Stamps

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

se.

7533387
het Memo

"Transmissions are our business
Not a side line

I

_

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

"A Complete Service Garage''
WE SPECIALIZE IN DOUBLE
WIDE MOBILE HOMES
5 mi. north of Murray on 661, Ph. 753-6734

Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231
500 Mon
Story 753 6655
Branch Office So.

rzul &

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
Call In Orders to 7534419
No. 12th Ext. 641

(KV*

Mayfield Hwy

Amencen
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

121

Phone 71'4209

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Ktntmekil Fried Ckieliss
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"

Ambassador-Hornet-Rebel- Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-64.1
Five Points
- ,---- -

Phone 753 2202

Mr & Mrs Wm. A Jones. owners
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494
606 5 4th
...

C A PP

Mobile Home Courts

Massey-Ferguson Sales end Service
Phone 753 1319
Industrial Road

Grain Division
I.: ‘,1, 0t1. :
Holmes Ellis. 51 i
Phoov 753 /1221)

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich S
Call In Orders 7537101.
Sycamore at 12th

VVcyne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Supplies
Sates, Parts, Service - Complete Boating
Phone 753 3734
94 E at Murray Bait CR.

'

-

Shirley Florist

A
-.....,:t
I ID k

• Hutson

chimical co., Inc.

"IFEW- AH-Y-eilie Fertilizer Needs"
Phony 753 1933,
Murray. Ks.
•

Flowers for All Occasions
Member. F.T.O.
753 3251
502 N. 4thSt.

Colonial House Smorgasbord
,.._

West Kentucky RuratElectric
Co-Operative Corp.

A Choice Selection of Relishes
Salads - Meats
- Vegetables
es and Desserts
. Fast Service - -Open -Sundays
Hwy. NI \,,,ol,
l'honc , : 2:110

i'l)i,ni. 753-5012
-

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5334

1

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY
Five Points

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Murray Livestock Co.

Palace Drive-In
Phone 753 7982

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

'

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Plume "ill 4832
8th at Chestnut

Bel Air Shopping Center

IMMO'

Trenholm's Drive-In

-Commercial Refrigeration
. Alr Conditioning-Heating
•
Service Through Knowledge
2 Chestnut
80L

Phone 753-8181
-

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753 2997 .,

Murray

South 2nd St

Murray Sport & Marine

ftit.7L--(/r2

.yareios.e
4t/ and :

i/
:
.1 V

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

.
'
150r es

Ph 753-7793

and-Mack
Mack
AUTHOR QED MERCURY
OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER
Fiberglass & Alumnium Boat Repairs
SALES & SERVICE
W. End Eggner's Ferry, US 68
Aurora
Ph. 474.2344

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY &CALLOWAY
COUNTY SINCE 1950
- 2 way Business Radio Installation & Service
Aerotron Sales 8 Service
Pt, 7S1 5191
Chestnut St
0. -and Center

p.m.
Open COO a.m. - Close 12:00
South 12th Street - Phone 753 9131

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building
6 C

I

I

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753
1.)
Nl.wli.

40:1

Complete Service Shop

_DELT

Ph 753-3571

Ward-Elkins

Evinrude Glastron--Tidecraft
Polactyll Starcraft-Boat Campers

718 South It,

Randy Thornton Service Co.

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PR ODUCTS
Tires-Batteries-Accessories

7534461,1
1105 Pogue 113lock E. of' S 12th - Phone

_
The I leaner That's Interested In You

Lovett., Bros.

Your Uni•Royai Tire Dealer

Storey's Food Giant

Boone's Incorporated

cRoot

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 Sc 5th

Carroll Tire Service

Fri. and Sat.
Fresh 11(y. Lake Catfish
Plate Lunches Deily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
Ma 3882
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Dairy Cheer

641 Super Shell

Oilk

-Las
Building Lots
Ressoential - Comriwrcial 'Farm Bolting - Selling - Leasini
aiNI Lake Property
l'hoiti• 7 ,t TY21 Ati 15 V

Southside Restaurant

Jas D. CloptOn - Div.

Phone 753 1675

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Shady Oaks

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Buildings

Charcoal Hamburgers, Chicken, Pit Bar-11-0,
Shakes, Splits, Sundaes
Ph. 753-110112
1206 Chestnut

Bowling Al Its Best - Fine Food
1415 Main Street

ei

S

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Grecian Steak House

Compliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

RESIDENTIAL

621 So. 4th

69

NEAL STARKS
Mobile Home Sales 8 Service

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

Sales and Service
Tappan - Whirlonnl
Admiral
Phone 753 3037
118 South 1"27h

No.2-Murray, Ky.
Ph 753-5730

No 1 -Paris, Tenn, .
Ph 647 5851

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Dunn TV & Appliance

Capitol Transmission

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
Murray am: Mayfield

MURRAY

. . .,
jx4..:a;

Claude Vaughn
Plurr!)ing, r4r.o nq and Air Conditioning
Service
Commercial and Posidenfial - Sales ti.
Sew,Repairs & IroeliAlion - Gas 11
- Phone- 753 616$'
iR1 !s 'i'
-

.......aill•

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY OWNER

IGO
A

\-217,...""-)
'

-ici3 tv,. 7t.h

C

Ph 753 Me

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
ServInt Farm Families Since 1136
Ph-one 753 2924
Inthfitrial Road
-
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and parents in helping them to
Men's
wear
get the records readydate._
and bring.
the certificates up to
Many immunizations were
needed in order to comply with
Kentucky Law. This included
immunization against measles 12
•
•
types), polio, DIPHTHERIA.
tetanus, and smallpox. Please
and my first miaowing
By WALTER LOGAN
were at the boutique siamr_
The three registered nurses at notice the capital letters for
your Calloway County Health DIPHTHERIA - as you may
NEW YORK (UN) - rest in 'day" lir said_ -Eve al-,
LEXINGTON,
KY.--The
been op to fasdnon. nog
Department, Mrs. Odelia Imes, remember, a few months ago. Kentucky Educational Television we had the youth revolt IP
Mrs. Brooksie Maddox, and Mrs. some western and southern Network is giving an on-the-air against the Esiablislunent. Now but sot tea way out, EMOVe
Daphene Mowery, have been states were having a problem salute to young artists in March we have the Establishment, a feeling for coordination of
unusually busy working in the with this disease. Vie believe our during Youth Art Month in represented by Steve Seidman_ fabric and styling. I like a
county and city schools giving school children will be im- Kentucky. Young people's week 33, revolting against itself and comfortable clothing, blocimmunizations to the students in munized. This means to be is being shown on the air within turning out hats that even a sib."
Or, as Sok-sky pet it: 'Hes
order to comply wiith Kentucky protected as well as to comply station breaks during evening hippie would love.
Seidman is head of the always been about Five years
revised statutes that requires all with law.
programming.
Tenderfoot Hat Co, which ahead of anybody chit mound
school children to be immunized
A raya rug, numerous collages, sounds
here in styles an we put him
vaguely
communicable
against certain
drawings
in crayons, and group, and his lac a rock in charge of Tenderfoot and
McCall's
collection
widebrismard
of
A new
diseases.
paintings in oil were among the
made lima a vice presidentMrs. Lucille Ross, county pattern fashions designed es- over 2000 pieces of art sent to floppy bats are worn alike by
hippies, other youth in re- And we don't make any effort
school nurse, began in February pecially for Seventeen maga- KET by elementary and high
to censor his designs."'
volt, Southampton socialites
of this year, checking school zine by Barbara Hulanicki of school students through the state.
and indiscriminately by perspecialty
store
that's
Bib..-the
health records to determine if
The name of the young artist, his t/DM of either sex_
there was a current im- turning on all of young London school and, hometown is acSeidman's role CRAW about
-is introduced in the publicasigned
by
munization certificate
tion's January issue. The flut- companying each sample of art becauseupart of the youth rea physician, in each child's tery yet clingy clothes are being shown.
volt is against brand names,
Do these national health probrecord. The nurses appreciate shown in Biba-designed fabrics
These elementary students are or well known brand names
lems sound familiar?
the cooperation from physicians, of deco or scatter prints.
having their work shown onKET and, for a while, against bats
• Low standards in some hosthe school principals, teachers,
during March: Debra Clark, 2nd in general. Then they began pitals and medical centers.
I.
up
odd
looking things
grade, St. Mary's
School,
• Lagging quality and lag in
old army and navy stares number of medical services in
Whitesville ; James Cline, Gerald lititunr
Davis, Tommy Hodge, Joe Vest bite Australian campaign hats rural areas.
245,000 CLUBBED TO DEATH—This cute little fellow is a baby seal,
and the like.
like one of the
• Slow construction of hospiand Jeff Whittle, all in the 3rd
quota of 245,000 clubbed to death in this year's annual seal hunt
on Canada's east
So be came up with the tals and other health service
Grade at Edna L. Toliver School,
coast.
Last
year
300,000
were killed that way. A club is used so the pelt will not
idea of producing some far buildings.
be damaged. Conservationists and Humane Societies protest
Danville.
• Continued pollution of air,
out numbers and dengue/I
the annual clubbing,
but sealers say the method is no worse than the method of
Other elementary students such
killing cattle for food.
things as suede lamided water and soil by industrial
wastes and inadeauate ino, or
having work exhibit are: Tim _urith railheads,
radirsay
money allotted to purification
'Brown, Jackie North anabebbie
type caps printed in systems.
Oakley, 6th grade, Whites Tower
little animals, and
Familiar, maybe, but actually
School, Independence.
Searamouche bat
one with these complaints were listed by.
Art produced by five senior a wide brim from which there the Soviet Government in Pray
high students whi attend Bishop dangles at the back a six foot d a , the Communist party newsBrossart High UNAlexandria is long tad which when wrapped paper.
To ease their health crisis the
included in KET's on-the-air around the neck becomes a
Russians plan to open 31 major
sallute to young artists. Those scarf.
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
students are Patrick Benzold,
The Establishment in this clinics with 1,000 or more beds
between
Butch Haigis, Kenneth Harthun, case was the Fiat Corporation Health 1971 and 1975, says the
Insurance Institute. SevDavid Hartig, and Steve Muller. of America an old line r1m. enty other specialized hospitals
(Murray Only)
which
has
taken brief fins and medical centers are also
In addition to art being shown
during station breaks, children's at such things as fake fur hats planned.
Particular emphasis is being
art work is being exhibited in the with 6MA-in transistors and
Placed on improving medical care
Skylight Gallery at Kentucky semi-cow boy liab called
You destroy gi ass. anditifoadleaf weeds as soon .Educational Television Center is., but which never really fur-rural euinuivittee.,
went after the youth•market.
as they sprout vnen -you mix Sutan plus atrazine during the month of March.
(lades Salesky. the presiHousehold bills. sales recSchools being represented in
Chicken, Potatoes with
3
me soil before planting. No wait- the Skylight Gallery showing cieot of t,the corporation. told_ brds. charge. receipts go
a
that he would manu- new file cube, designed for an
nig for rain to activate control, Sutan are: Bishop Brossart High, Seidman
facture the hats if !..;ridnian
Cole Slaw, Rolls
retrieval. The new file
is atrazine works for sure. The Alexandria; Robert W. Combs could sell them. So Seidman Im,. can be assembled in secElementary, Happy; Daviess returned to
COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE
the drawing board onds, the manufacturer says.
. E St herbicide combination for corn,
County Junior High, Owencame up with such things Interlocking dc,ign eliminates
• controls nutgrass, fall panicum, sboro; Edna L. Toliver and
as pimple v rive teen
with the need for fastener.. A slide• Id cane,foxtails, pigweeds,smart- Elementary, Danville; Indian stitched brim-, patchwork back lid prevents misplacement
ed and many others. Grow corn, Hills Elementary, Hopkinsville; suede and leather trimmed in and protects papers.
Northern
Elementary, Indian beak. or cow boy bul12th & Sycamore
Phone 753-7101
(Union Camp. 1600 Valley
not weeds...see us now for Sutan. Lexington; Queen of the Rosary let*.
Rd., Wayne. N.J.). t
Elementary, Lexington St. Helen
His fa..4 selling experience
Elementary,Louisville; St. Mary was a sobering one. The men',
Elementary, Whitesville; wear buyer at a large New
Westside Elementary, Cyn- York department store was off
thiana;
Whites
Tower on a trip And Seidman found
urray, Kentucky
Elementary, Independence; and himself talking instead to the
Yates Elementary
She
xington. Vi0Me.I's wear ban ter
bought t2 dozen of hi, reen's
hats for the women ,
- department. Rut ()Hwy mrn., wear
buyers did bus them arid
Seidman found himself in buxi'less
Satellite
Torino
Chevelle
I le i- working at the moBase Car
$2758.00
$2801.00
$2802.00
ment on a straw sexing line
Automatic Trans.(3-Speed)
216.40
217.00
which leans heavily to big
216.50
brimmed
Power Steering
Panamas
whose
116.25
115.00
115.90
brims turn down all around
Power Brakes (Disc)
69.60
70.00
69.55
like those worn by Ronald

A_Young
rtist
Saluted

Happenings At
Your Health
Department

•

i n

rake

SPECIAL

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only!

ALL DAY THURSDAY

i; Reg. Box

9

99

1.25 Value

Pieces

Grsvy.

Kentmekti fried ekicken.

CALLO1AY COUNTY SOIL
IMPI1OVEMENT CO.

PLYMOUTH SATELLITE
our whole new idea in 2-doors

'A-YEAR! HERE...NOW
CTRIC

Coleman and Clark Cable in
a late night movie on television.. The chief variation
here is in the haI band
anything from big blur and white
polka dots to embnodered
denim and a band decorated
with brat. grommets.
Favorable sip

19" DIAGONAL PICTURE
184 SQ. INCH VIEWING AREA

Model WM 266CW0

GE 18'itAc PORTABLE

COLOR TV
with Automatic Fine
Tuning Control
insta-Coior,picture. Up-Front Controls
VHF "Pre-Set" Fine Tuning, UHF Solid
State Tuner Telescoping Dipole Antenna Stand. options extra

,7;i:Ls35888

Model MI3SWD

• True 19" diagonal picture, 184
square inch viewing area
• INSTA-VIEW . . . picture and
sound are almost immediate
• Pre-set fine tuning—VHF
• Slide rule tuning—UHI.
• Private earphone jack

129
BILBREY'S

L. Main Street

$

Phone 753-5617

Coyi

Establishment goes
ppy m..headwear

Health Problem
Sound Familiar?

Sutam
atiazine
workson
weedsin
corn
rain orshine
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Seidman studies the south
mark et but he some'.nws sh p.
up. and once with happy results. Ile designed a Ili. and
and Her combination
a Rig
Dipper for him and a little
Dipper for her. The Rig Dipprr had a wide wide brim, a
pinched in crown and was
trimmed with brass nailheads.
The Little Dipper was similar
but had a narrow brim.
So the women w ciii (or
the Rig Dipper and the men
west for the little Ihppes
which slain, Seidman
dial you cannot dor tate hi
youth
Seidman is a famils man
with a four month old itaiigh
ter and would hie to -pesd
his even wigs at home
Ilin
duty calls and Fw dines out
three t taws a week
nOt
at such elegant places a- the
Plaza but in the little Isis:tros on Thad Avenue where
the youth of New York hang
out after dark_
'The lie never sew the
19308 when they were happeeing and all the older stuff
is new to them,- Seidman
mid- -So we have that and
a Loader look and a hot pants
look and all the fads seal
cartridge beAs and nnArad of
bringing out a hue two t niers
a year well bring onr out
maybe 30 hoes.Seidrowin es a natnc 01 Phda
delphia and a graduate of
Temple I nnenity. lie ca
to New
raw y ears ago
and '
,torten to wort for the
Hat Corporalion in its tr
Ida' ei port import dn.-..0
lib& learning about fabrics
also learned -ale-man -heia
-I got im oh ed in design

Radio—AM
Whitewall Tires (Lowest Priced)
Wheel Covers (Lowest Priced)
Kir Conditioning
Chrome Drip Molding
Cigarette Lighter
Day/Night Mirror
TOTAL

66.40
29.15
27.35
388.00
12.95
4.35
7.65
$3696.10'

66.00
32.00
26.00
412.00
Std.
Std.
Std.
$3739.00'

More than Satellite $42.90

66.40
28.15
26.35

Murdock

Mr. an
recall wl
sheep, pri
into yarr
weave the
Until a
Doron gre
batts for
quilts she
In their e
Doron ra
the legate
the pillow
latter bei
straw be
ttresse
ys. She
her fri
Mr. Dot
choppin,
til this
ways chi
for
said ;
rked
e, Mr. Dc
ood than
ty as
ck in his
eek he
th his a
ncTe
onatel
,"he ta
Work a
though I
a lot
Its a Ii
ady be
anothe
said.
. Do
ed or.
ches 0
receo
ong wh
&times, i
rld Re
ilman
dolivn Py u
7- • rtleding. H
ael likes
...,'i Weird with
e. "Nil
Pr. and
tore mud
con
g the
rs
The
ys (
were t
in, e co
a I
to 5
thei
_ -,
ey
tia
the
.
tel
this
cky(
burni
ncle
decent, a:
father can
Donegal, I,
lye yea
shoe
nded

l

ilb

0111

407.60

N.A.
Std,
Std.
$3732.45'

$36.35

• Based on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for comparably equipped 2-door models, excluding state and local taxes,
dealer destination and preparation charges,and equipment required by state law.

Beatscompetition on
looks and price!
When we introduced our new
Satellite we knew we had a
winner. Now it's official Because Road Test magazine
lust named our Satellite "1971
Car of the Year- over some
pretty stiff competition And

as it It weren't enough to come
Out No 1 on styling, handling,
comfort and all the other criteria used in the judging, take
a look at the chart above and
see for yourself . . we even
beat our chief competition

Torino and Chevelle on price
as well,
Our new Satellite C mon
through and get the deal of the
year on the 'Car of the Year'
at the right place Our place
We'll come through for you
iweeisirro mann0CHRYSLER
0.00/1011,
*

Brian I'
Mr. and
Nelson h
granddai
pleting fi

For the
right car at the
right price

you've got to

PM

COME TO
Plymouth

tins.

satellite

•

TAYLOR MOTORS INC.
303 So 4th Street

Murray. Kentucky

•
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(Continued From Page One
Murdock said.
of Ireland. He has records and
Wove Clothing
many historical documents
Mr. and Mrs. Doron can still showing his family genealogy all
recall when they sheared the the way back to his Great
sheep, prepared the wool, spun it Grandfather Doron.
into yarn thread to knit and
Mr. Doron also has letters of
weave the clothing for the family. recommendation
and
tax
Until a few years ago, Mrs. receipts tracing his grandfather
Doron grew cotton and corded the from BoycLsville, Ky., back to
batts for the many beautiftil Giles County, Tenn., and back
quilts she has pieced and quilted. through the Mountain Gap to
In their early married life, Mrs. Rutherford, North Carolina. All
Doron raised geese and picked the Dorons in this area are
the feathers off once a year for descended from the same family.
the pillows and feather beds, the Mrs. Murdock says as in most
latter being used on top of the families there has been a change
straw beds as there were no in the spelling of the name, but
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Enoch Doron are pictured holding their
.ttresses and springs in those the family is the same and the
great great granddaughter, Melissa Manning. Standing, left to
• : ys. She is itnown as "Aunt Net" family tie is very strong.
right, are Mrs. Carolyn Manning, great granddaughter, Mrs.
. her friends.
Family
Rebecca Jean Murdock, granddaughter, and Mrs. Trudie May
Mr. Doron's favorite passtime
The 69th anniversary couple
chopping and sawing wood, and has two living children, Mrs. Adams, daughter, making five generations in the Dorm family.
til this past winter, he had Trudie May Adams of Browns
lways chopped and sawed all his Grove who married Harley
• ood for the winter. Mrs. Mur- Adams,and Henry Dorm,also of
k said a friend of Mr. Doron's Browns Grove who is married to
emarked that "there is no doubt the former Helen Harris. One
• , Mr. Doron, has chopped more son, J. Hansford Doron, died
•cood than any man in Calloway March 30, 1970, and his wife is "The Effects of Monetary "Those of us in the university
• ty as there is always a long Mrs. Katie Mae Harrison Doron Policy on the Businessman" will are dependent upon the
;ck in his back yard." Just last of Browns Grove.
be the theme of the first session in businessman for information of a
practical nature about business;
.eek he chopped down a tree
They have eight grandchildren the Business-University Seminar
businessman depends
'th his axe.
who are Donald Doron of Murray, Series to be held at Murray State and the
upon
or
LLS for his employees a
sn e • e as
Gail Doron and Carl Doron of University, Thursday, April 1.
ionately known has always Browns Grove, Mrs. Rebecca Sponsored by the School of the research and understanding
• '."he hopes God will allow him Jean Murdock of Lynn Grove, 'Business at Murray State, the which underlies the general
Work a little the day he dies". Hoyt Adams of Lynnville, Jimmy dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the business environment. We are
though Mr. Doron doesn't feel Adams, and Jessie Adams of Student Union Building is the necessary partners in an
• • a lot of the time now, he Farmington, and Mrs. Evelyn first program in a series designed economic sense, but we haven't
• its a little every day and is Smoot of Mayfield.
to open communication channels taken advantage of our relative
Hopefully,
the
ady beginning to turn the soil
Their twelve great grand- between area businessmen and positions.
Business-University Seminar
another garden, Mrs. Mur- children are Mrs. Carolyn the university.
Series will help bridge this
said.
Manning, Nelson Murdock, Ray
Vernon Anderson, professor of communication gap."
. Doron is very well in- Murdock, Allan Adams, Steven
ed on current events as he Adams, Keith Adams, Kenneth accounting and chairman of the Keynote speaker in this series
tches the news on television, Adams, Annetta Adams, Randy seminar committee explained will be Dr. Jerry L. Jordan, vice. receives numerous papers Adams, Shelia Adams, Troy that "those in the business and president of the Federal Reserve
ing which is the daily Ledger Smoot, and Mark Doron. Two academic communities share the Bank of St. Louis and an
es, and the U. S. News and great great grandchildren are responsibility for the growth and economist in the bank's research
•
Id Report. He meets the Melissa Manning and Brian development of this region. By department since 1967.
'
many days and sits Murdock,
making
five bringing together these two in- According to Anderson, Jorterests we hope to.get a sharing dan, whose main concern is with
Py the mailbox and begins generations in two ways:
He reads his Bible a lot
Mr. Doron was born on Sep- of ideas through which both problems related to domestic
monetary conditions arid policy,
likes to discuss The Holy tember 10, 1879, and Mrs. Doron's parties can benefit."
He said the objective of the will lend impressive credentials
. with family and friends.
birthdate is on May 17, 1882.
"Night Riders" Day
The couple enjoys visiting with seminar series is to foster to the first meeting.
. and Mrs. Doron have lived their family and friends, but due cooperation among the business He is responsible for the
much history in the making to their health no formal-community, the university, and -general supervision of the bank's
interested individuals, adding data processing and planning
country. They have lived celebration is planned.
g the terms of twenty-five
The Ledger & Times staff and that through the meetings each departments.
.rs of the state of Ken- the many friends and relatives of will be able to share knowledge "His prepared talk and the
question-and-answer
. The Dorons recall vividly the couple wish them much and skills in coping with con- following
business
and session should provide insight
• ys of the "night riders" happiness on their 69th wedding temporary
were burning so many barns anniversary and express the economic problems and changes. into the effects monetary policy
In the past the businessman has on the businessman. Those
county. The Governor hope that their health will con• a proclamation for the Vile to allow them to enjoy life and the university have often who attend will find it very inworked in iso1ation.:11Andaraon formative and beneficial." An7
to shoot anyone prowling as they have in the past.
derson said.
. their homes or barns; and
We thought of Mr. and Mrs. explained .
He added that people in the
Reservations for the dinner
ey might be sent to the Doron who have lived these
..tiary, but he would • many years together as we read School of Business at the meeting can be made by writing
them the next day. Mr. the words of George Eliot, university and people in the to Dean Philip Tibbs, School of
community
told his granddaughter English novelist who lived from business
Murray
State
are Business,
',is proclamation by the 1819-80, who said "What greater •dependent on each other.
University or by calling 762-4181.
lty Governor broke up the thing is there for two human souls
burning.
than to feel that they are joined
ncle Rufe' is of Irish for life—to strengthen each other
t, and his Great Grand- in all labor, to rest on each other
came to America frorg. in all sorrow, to minister to each
:al, Ireland at the age of other in all pain, to be one with
From Gibraltar to the Bahamas
ve years. The Doron Family each other in silent, unspeakable
shows that the family is memories at the moment of the
ded from the Royal family last parting."

••
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or food.
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Business-University Seminar
Series Planned at University

Saga of an Empty Bottle

Tips On
Buying
Lawn Seed

FRIDAY—MARCH 19. 1971

Treat Fields Now
For Weed__Control

LEXINGTON,KY.—Now is the not only aid in combining but will
time for farmers producing small result in higher yields and higher
grain and grass seed to consider quality seed."
LEXINGTON, KY.—On the
For more information on
weed control problems in their
first pretty day every spring,
fields, according to Dr. Dennis spraying for weeds in Kentucky,
thousands of home owners rush to
TeKrony, seed technology see your local County Extension
their lawn supply store to buy
specialist for the University of Agent.
grass seed. But the various
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
displays of different types of
Dr. TeKrony reminds farmers Too dear
seeds often
confuse the
that a timely application of
MONTPELIER, Vt.(U11)—
homeowner—he just doesn't
recommended herbicides to seed Esther Knowles, U niversity of
know what type is best for his
crops may pay valuable Vermont Extension kissing
Lawn.
dividends toward cleaning-up specialist, says 80 per cent of
Hayden
Watkins,
turf BLACK POWER salute is seed fields, and eventually seed
families cannot afford
management specialist for the given by militant Angela lots.
to buy the average home being
liniversity of Kentucky College of Davis, 26, in the Mann
If you are a small grain seed built today.
The eventual answer, she
Agriculture has some tips for County Courthouse, San
producer and troubled with wild
be
mato,these befuddled grass planters. Rafael, Calif., during hear- garlic in your seed fields, it is suggests, may
"A homeowner can pay $3.96 ings on charges of kidnap time to make plans to get these prod uced, factory -built homes.
Another need, she said, are
for one pound, or $3.98 for five and murder. She is accused
fields sprayed, TeKrony said.
pounds," Watkins explained, of buying the guns used in
2, 4-D is used on small grains, unified building codes bred
"and the seed he chooses depends an escape attempt in San there is less damage is sprayed on performance standards.
Rafael in which a judge
on the type the lawn needs."
when the plants are fully tillered.
1.r Set.
"Price should not be the yard- -and two San Quentin Pris- The recommended rate is 3.4 lb.
NM•OM NM
on
01•1.1.. DOW
inmates
were killed. per acre actual lester form) for
stick in measuring what you buy
in lawn seed," he warned. Hete
control of wild garlic applied in
are some tips on avoiding the bentgrass may be present, but March. If wild garlic is not a
pitfalls which trap many seed Watkins does not recommend problem but broadleaf weeds are,
buyers:
them. "They demand too much k. to 1/2 lb. per acre (actual)2, 4-D
• it
ing—and--management -for—i-amine-formi--ean- -be
the buyer what kind of lawn seed most home lawns in Kentucky," March or early April.
is in the package, the percent of he said.
1971
The
small
grain
each kind of mixture, its ger- Tall fescue, although an ex- requirements limit the number of 510 4000r Sedan
mination percentage, where it cellent turfgrass by itself, should wild garlic or wild onion plants in
was grown, number of weed seed, not be used in a mixture, Watkins the field at inspection to five
and number of crop seed. These explained. "If you want a tall plants per acre certified class
labeling procedures are required fescue lawn,then you should seed and only one plant per acre in
by the Kentucky law to prtect the straight fescue, Kentucky 31 or registered class. Therefore,
Kenwell, at a rate of 6 to 8 pounds manage your field accordingly to
consumer.
Datsun 510 4-Door
—You should decide what type per thousand square feet of insure that it will pass field in-Sedan—it's a lot more
of seed you need before you go to lawn."
spection.
the store. Most Kentucky lawns Other grasses that may be Late March or early April is car for your money.
will be a Kentucky bluegrass or a found in lawn mixtures are also the time to spray grass seed Base price includes:
mixture of Kentucky bluegrass Meadow fescue, annual or Italian crops. These crops should be • Whitewall tires
and other grasses, Watkins said. ryegrass, perennial ryegrass and sprayed before the plants reach • Tinted glass
For
reseeding, Kentucky redtop. None of these merit the boot stage. Do not spray • Fully reclining buckets
bluegrass should be used, consideration for a home lawn in newly seeded grass crops in early • Safety front disc
preferably, one grown in Ken- Kentucky. Watkins emphasized. seeding stage or estailishe
brakes
tucky or the variety Kenblue. Lawns of 100 per cent tall grasses in the jointing or early
Drive a Datsun...
'Both of these types have proven fescue may be desirable where heading stage of growth. Apply 1 then detide.
superior to all other varieties in there will be lots of activity or to 11
/
2 pints of ester 2, 4-D or 2
test here at UK," Watkins said. play.
pints amine (4 pounds per gallon
However, red fescue or other fine "Remember, that according to concentrate) per acre for control
OF NISSAN
leaf fesoue may be present in the law, the content of each package of most broadleaf weeds. For
seed bag if it is a mixture, and, of seed sold in Kentucky, must be wild garlic control, 2 quarts of 2, *plus local freight state
Watkins reports, "this is good, labeled correctly," the UK 4-D ester should be applied per
because red fescues grow very specialist said. "So homeowners acre. The treatment will need to sales tax and license
well in shaded areas. They are should read the labels—and heed be repeated annually for several plate.
years for eradication of
often mixed with Kentucky what's on them."
bluegrass when there is expected For further information on troublesome weeds.
be some shade in the home types of grasses which can be "It is very important and
used on lawns, consult your local profitable to spray weedy grass
lawn
crops," TeKrony said. "This will S. 12th St. 753-7114
Other lawn grasses such as County Extension agent.

0,12.0.14.TsuN
.T

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

Announcing - Special Public Service Offer!

Official Aptitude Test
for

The Nation's No. 1 Opportunity Field in the 70s

Find Out
If you have the necessary aptitude for this fabulous field

NO CHARGE - NO OBLIGATION
Tom Gielow shows on mop where he mode his find

Brian Murdock is sitting between his great great grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Enoch Doron. Standing, left to right, are
Nelson Murdock, great grandson, Mrs. Rebecca Jean Murdock,
granddaughter, and Mrs. Trudie May Adams. daughter, completing five generations in the Doron family for the second time.

•

•

By CELIA WEBSTER
Central Press Associntion Correspondent t•
TREASURE CAY, The Bahamas Five years afloat in the
briny seas and nary a scratch. This is the tale of a gin bottle,
long since emptied but for a few unfinished drops.
Over the past five years, it has bobbed and floated thousands
of nautical miles through the Straits of Gibraltar, south down
the African coast to just north of the Equator, across the Atlantic Ocean and back up the coast, finally concluding its lengthy
journey on the rippling white sand of the beach at Treasure Cast,
a beautiful spot on Great Albania Island in the Bahamas.
Casually strolling along the beach near his parents' new winter
home on Treasure Cav, 20-year- Tom and his father got out
old Tom Gielow of Cleveland
spotted the bottle resting on the their atlas when he got back to
sand. When he approached it, the house with his trea,oire.
he noticed the bottle was corked, They figured, according to the
and, contained, rolled in a cylin- currents the atlas revealed that
drical nianner, a piece ,of paper. it had to have floated with them
Opening the bottle, he shook along the aforementioned t..ute.
Toni reinforced the brittle
out the paper and found a message tylied on it. The paper, spotted paper the note
about two-by-five inches, was typed. on to preserve it.
His next step in the
browned by age and, the few
wag
venture was to compose a letleftover drops of inolature.
• • •
ter. telling Peter Smith 01 is
THE NOTE was signed by one discovery of the bottle, %here
Peter Smith,. at that time as- he found it and the conditieof
sista/it' purser on a Cunard liner, its contents.
It stated that if and when the
Though Tom got his part of
bottle was found, would the the job completed, he took it to
finder please contact him in the Post Office only to find that
core of his office in Liverpool, the postal strike in
England. The bottle had . been was dimming all . mail gitlig
dropped overboard somewhere 'there to he returned to 1hr
In the Straits of -Gib(altar when sender. So Gielow :halt Rata:Lily
lillShip pithkid
Feh- waited .sit the strike

runty of 1966

..•

ended.

Maybe you've always wondered if you could qualify to get into the fascinating high-paying field
of computers and computer programming . . . wondered if you had the aptitude and ability .
now you have the opportunity to find out, completely free of charge and obligation . . . you don't
have to be a mathematical Whiz
. successful programmers have come from such diverse
backgrounds as "C-Average" high school graduates to everyday housewives . . .
so find out for yourself .
attend one of the Aptitude Testing & Information Sessions
listed below.
Advance reservations not necessary.
the
Attend
session of your choice from the below schedule.
Place:
Address:
Date & Times:
Holiday Inn
Highway 641 South
Session No. 1: Monday, March 22-4:00 p.m.
Murray
Murray, Kentucky
Session No. 2: Monday, March 22-7:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn
Intersection Purchase Pkwy. Session No. 1: Tuesday, March 23-4:00
and US 51N. Fulton, Ky.
Fulton
Session No. 2: Tuesday, March 23-7:30 p.m.
Ramada Inn
1380 S. Beltline Highway
Session No. 1: Wed., March 24-4:00 p.m.
Paducah
Paducah, Kentucky
Session No. 2: Wed., March 24-7:30 p.m.
Session No. 3: Thurs., March 25-4:00 p.m.
Session No. 4: Thurs., March 25-7:30 p.m.
If you cannot possibly attend one of these Sessions, write or phone for information on places, dates,
and times for other AT&I Sessions that will be held throughout Kentucky and Indiana within
the
next few months.

COLLEGE OF COMPUTER SCIENCES

Computer Center Building
. 620 South Fifth Street
-'•
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

WRITE TO:

OR PHONE:

(502) 582-3356

PAC.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - ML.KRAY, KENTUCKY

PAr.E TEN

XfAirACM/I-PAVAN,11"AvArADS
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

203 ACRE FARM on black top
road,excellent 10 acre pond, good
block stock barn, good crop land,
only $150.00 an acre.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
44 ACRE FARM, frame house
EARLY AMERICAN Maple MAGNIVOX TELEVISION, 5 and outbuildings, 30 acres in
telephone gossip bench, $12.00. fruitwood tables; coffee, step, cultivation, black top road, only
Short blond 100 per-cent human round and two end tables. Buffet- $10,500.00.
hair wig, $15.00. Yellow utility Fruitwood, lamps, French THE ABOVE farms join and
cart, $4.00. Phone 753-7937. M19 Provencial lounge chair; couch make an excellent 250 acre farm
unit for approximately $160.00 an
and chair. Refrigerator, G.E.,
NORWEGIAN
ELKHOUND good condition. Table and chairs, acre.
22,1 ACRE FARM, new modern
puppies,$75.00 and up, also stove.
twin bed, metal frame, mattress
For lease; acre tobacco base and and springs, Singer sewing house, owner leaving state, will
barn. Phone 753-4490 after 7:00 machine, and lawn chairs. Phone sacrifice for $12,600.00
WE HAVE excellent building lots
p.m.
M23C 753-8918.
M23NC
and also lots near Kentucky
AKC REGISTERED black Toy 1971 SINGER Zig Zag Sewing Lake.
Poodle puppy. 10 weeks old. Machine. Only $7.00 per month See us for your farm or lake lots.
Phone 753-6379.
M19( after small down payment. Claude L. Miller, office, 753-5064.
Home, 753-3059
Makes button-holes, monograms,
AKC REGISTERED German darns. In portable carrying case. John C. Neubauer office, 753-5064.
M22(
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436- See at Murray Sewing Center in Home 753-7531.
5841.
Ml9P Bel Air Shopping Center. M231
FRAME HOUSE, good location.
SIX FEMALE full blooded BOY'S SIZE 6 and 7 pants and Carpet, drapes, electric heat,
German Shepherds, 6 weeks old, shirts. Girl's size 10 shorts and recently decorated. $12,000.00.
$20.00 each animal. Phone 474- tops, size 8 dresses. Al] good Phone 753-44-48 after 4:00 p.m.
2386.
M19C clothes. Priced cheap. Phone 753- M20C
3903.
M22C
1970 PFLUEGER, 3 speed, MN
TWO ADJOINING lots at
trolling motor. Phone 753USED HOT POINT refrigerator. Panorama Shores, located on
8580.
M20( Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
M19C Cheap. Phone 489-2344.
Phone 436-2289.
TFNC
CLEAN your rugs and carpet FOR "A job well done feeling"
with TREWAX. Rent Shampooer clean carpets with Blue Lustre. THREE BEDROOM brick,
520
Rent electric shampooer $1.
and save at PURDOMS,INC,
--r---„rw4Nhitnewner-amcious-to
.
Western
Auto,
'Mine
o
M2ONC
MOBILE HOME court, near
M20C
Wishing Well."
University. Thirty spaces, good
zi HP SUBMERGIBLE pump.
monthly income. Terms.
just
SHOE
SStore
LINNVILLE
TFN
Used. Phone 436-2289.
received a large shipment of BEAUTIFUL HOME,1209 Doran
Road.
NO REGRET,the best yet; Blue women's and children's spring
HAVE. BUYERS wanting small
Also
have
bags
shoes.
to
match.
cleans
Lustre
carpets
•,•
the latest colors. All famous pereages.
beautifully. 'Rent
electric All
brands. Latest spring boots "Member Multiple Listing"
name
shampooer $1.00. Big K.M20C
arriving daily. All low discount To list or buy call C. 0. Bonprices. Open from 9:00 a.m. -6:30 durant Realty. 753-9954 or 7531965 GREEN C,orvair with ex- p.m., six days a week, Sundays 3460
ITC
cellent white interior. Also 1969 from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
M31
Honda C B 160 motorcycle, in
THREE BEDROOM
brick
excellent condition. Phone 767veneer on Loch Lomond. Family
TWO GOATS.Phone 4364427.
•
M22NC room, 1,-2 baths, double carport,
5856.
M19C
concrete drive, cyclone fence,
. • -•
UPRIGHT PIANO,$50.00. Phone outside storage, central heat and
52 FORD -Tractor ;, plow, disci 753-60637M26c air. This is one of the better 1:;untI
houses. See for many more
cultivator and almost new
bushhog. Three bicycles; 2-24 1967 - 450 HONDA, good con- features. Price $25,500.00. Phone
M22P
inch, 1-26 inch. XL12 Homelde dition, $300.00. Also 1961 Old- 753-5921.
Chain Saw. Phone •753-7143. M191 sinobile 88 four door sedan, best
M20(
offer. Phone 753-5917.
NOTICE
ONE RACK of girl's sports wear,
17 price. Settle Workman
THREE PIECE bedroom suite.
M20C Vanity, chest and bed. Phone 753Co.

rt*************************

Just Arrived!!
* A New Shipment of

TOYOTAS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
Sorry we sold out so quickly, but considering the
*
* extras that a Toyota has it's not surprising.
*
*
*

Come By Today

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
.,*

and Test Drive
a Toyota
at

*

BEAUTIFUL SPLIT-LEVEL with four bedrooms,two baths,
carpet, central heat and air. On College Terrace, near
University and in Robertson School district. Big den with
fire-place. Large utility room.

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*,
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Phone 7534%1

AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Point
Store

M22C
8918.
1964 BISCAYNE, reasonable
ROOM
furnished
ANTIQUE AUCTION Sale, THREE
TRACTOR, mower, plow
price. Phone 4924104.
M19( Saturday, March 20, 10:00 a.rn. apartment. Carpeting, garbage CUB
and cultivator; disc. New paint
rain or shine at McClure's An- disposal, central heat and airTOY FOX Terriers. Registered,
CORVETTE 327, 365 HP, two Aue Shop on Highway 121, one conditioning. Can be seen at job. Phone Clinton, 653-6201 after I Black and white. Beautifully
tops, AM&FM Radio. Excellent mile south east of Murray. This Owen's Food Market, 1407 West .00 p.m.
marked. Will hold till Easter.
condition. See at number 90, sale is one of the top antique sales Main.
Phone 642-1526, 601 East Wood
M20C
M22P you'll have the opportunity to
Shady Oaks.
FOURTEEN FOOT Arkansas Street, Paris, Tennessee. MIS(
attend.
FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished, Travel boat with trailer. Phone
67 CHEVROLET Van 90 super
Will sell; 4 coffee mills, 40 865.00 per month. Phone 753753-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
TEN' ONE TABLE of girl's dress and
casual • shoes, 1r2 price. Settle 401 Maple St 753-3642
heavy duty automatic tran- lamps, 10 butter dishes. 10 5965.
M2OP
M20C
smission. Ideal for business or preserve stands, 7 trunks, side
14 FT. FIBERGLASS speed boat, Workman Co
camper. Tip Top condition. First saddle, 6 straight chairs, rocking DUPLEX: TWO large bedrooms, complete with skis; 40 HP
IN MEMORY
$1475.00 takes it. Bilbrey, 753-5617 chairs, 2 library tables, 3 marble living room, kitchen, large bath, Johnson, Also 1966-350 cc ONE POLAND China Boar, 5
, or 753-1257.
top wash stands, 2 telephones, 8 utility
carpeting motorcycle, $125.00 Phone mixed breed. Sows, 15 weaning
room,
year old pony gelding. In loving memory of our
wash kettles, 30 smoothing irons, throughout, central heat and air. Fulton 479-1413.
M20( pigs One 7
mac/darling mother, Gracie Walker
1965 MERCURY, four door 10 butter molds, stone jugs, Large concrete driveway, walks
Phone 436-2113
who passed away six years ago
• Montery, air-conditioned, power pictures, '4 clocks, one round and patio, garbage disposal,
brakes,
power
steering, table with claw feet, dated fruit stove, refrigerator. Cablevision., ONE RACKof ladies dresses, Li TWIN BED with head board, today, March 19, 1965. Your life
was like a candle light, so pure
automatic. Phone 753-6795. M
jars, 5 cake stands. Pressed, 1802 Monroe Street. Phone 753- price. Settle Workman Co. M20C inner spring mattress and box
con- but oh so bright. With love you
good
very
in
sprines.
All
milk, cut and carnival glass, 8507.
M19C
M20( filled each heart and made it
COUCH, CHAIR, bathinette., two dition Phone 753-9781.
picture frames, dressers, china
hard for us to part. We miss your
,NOTICE
cabinet with glass doors, broad TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00 pairs curtains, snow tire 8 track
voice, your sweet embrace, your
JAP HAY, 60 cents and 65 cents
axes, vases, bottles, stone ware, a month. $50.00 deposit. Couple stereo tapes. Phone 753lovely smile, your darling face.
435435-5311
or
Phone
6661.
bale-.
M19C
per
WANT TO contact party who sold dinner bells, organ stools, bowls preferred. No pets. See at 1601
M20C Our hearts are still sad, but this
4313.
Sorrell and White horse with blue and pitchers, brass kettles,.College Farm Road or call 1-313we know: when God called, you
WOULD LIKE to trade 4-speed
eye at Auction in February. Call churns and dashers, brass bells, 842-2162.
pad. had to go, for He needed you in
9X12,
and
rug,
WOOL
transmission,
clutch
WINE
spinning
wheel,
bread
trays.
bellhousing
Collect 1-901-642-0710, Jerry
M23NC
and linkage from a 69 Dodge Dart Also inner spring mattress in Heaven above to teach His angels.,
Also 1926 Chevrolet ton truck.
King.
M22C
how to love.
house,
one Swinger 340 for a automatic good condition. Phone 753BEDROOM
1930 A-Model Ford Coupe. Lots of THREE
Sadly missed
M2OP
other items, no way to list them and one half baths, gas furnace tiansmission, bellhousing and 437.
By her children.
1TI
I will not be responsible for any all. Reason for selling, going out heat, garage Available now. linkage. Also for sale, Keystone
. accidents on my property, near of business. All items will sell. Phone 753-4765
M22P Chrome Mags to fit GTO
Lynn Grove. No trespassing Don't miss this sale if you are a
NOTICE
Chevelle. Phone 753-6809, ask for
NOTICE
t please.
Ken.
dealer or an antique lover. We'll
M22C
NOTICE
•
Myrtle Lockhart
M19• be looking forward to seeing you
5000 FORD TRACTOR and plow.
there. Terry Shoemaker, AucPhone 492-8729 alter 6=00 p.m.
tioneer.
M20C
As of this date. March 18, 1971,1
M22C
Are Poison
will no longer be responsible for AUCTION SALE, Saturday]
any debts other than my own.
March 20, 10:00 a.m., home of the
BEIGE SOFA and chair, $35.00
Signed
late Mrs. Mae Crocker, Puryear,
Phone 753-7520.
- M221,
James Cause):
M2OP Tenn.
SAVE $40-$45 on all frostlesa
Household furnishings, some Refrigerator with big 153-1b. MOBILE HOME, 10X50, furantiques, consisling of walnut
Freezer. Separate cold con- nished, electric heat, air Conditioning. Phone 753ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- orean and stool, hanging lamp, 2 trols for each section.
M22('
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. roll top trunks, pie safe, oak SAVE $40-$45 on Warming 9911.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- kitchen clock. Garden tiller, hand Shelf Range with continuous
mington, Kentucky
Aprill2( tools, many more items. James clean oven that cleans while ZENITH STEREO console
E. Travis, Auetioneer, 1.1c. No. you cook. Gas or elec. Reg. Danish modern cabinet, FM-AM
278.
1TP 299,95, white-304.95, colors. radio. Remington cordless
WE ARE offering our Gilson
NOW YOUR CHOICE 259.88 electric shaver. Other household
4..OST & FOUND
tractors and tillers at sale prices.
items. Phone 753-7532 after 5:00
wite-colors.
Seaford's Lawn & Garden,
M22C
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
FOUND: COON dog. Phone 753- *INCLUDES $20 BONUS' p.m.
Hardin. Ktntucky, 4378500 after 4:30 p.m.
M20* SAVINGS for Catalog Store,
a day the year rouna ... Winter and Summer
4412.
March24NC
ONE 50 MODEL red belly Ford
Agency Customers:
Tractor 'Ph extra good condition.
BUY BOTH FOR
LOST: g)I.ID black, part Beagle
One set late flat wing trip beam
If you want to livee high on the
499.76
ONLY
dog with white ring around neck,
economy point 14 inch plows. One
hog, come see the Smoked Ham
Transporlotion extra
red collar. Answers to name of
2 row cultivator, double spring
North
3rd
it
107
Street.M2
Tree
and
Pete Phone 753-7395 M20C
shank. One 6 foot disc. One 1 row
MONTGOMERY WARE)
tobacco setter in good shape,
Catalog Agency
used two seasons. New Holland
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
510 Main 753-1966
100 S. 13th Street
Brand. Phone 753-5109.
Murray, Ky.
M22
Ao., I

SAVE '40-110*
ON SIGNATURE
APPLIANCES

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

•

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT
Nice, shady, quiet trailer lark, with all
modern facilities. On Highway, 94 East, one
block from Kentucky Lake.

Kenlake Trailer Park

flEliDS OF Chinchilla from.
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
Setters birds 12 aquariums,
complete with fish, otpap
Phone 75.1-1862.
,Npril'42(
9X12 HUG. 501 Duponi 'ro Ion
'sculptured ihrSign. Sage green
Itass guitar', excellent condition
Childc,idr t -set. like new. Phalle
7;i141FO1.. _
..M22P

Phone 474-2247

NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1312 Kirkwood
Drive. Large carpeted living room, kitchen and dining area,
carport and nice lot.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK Veneer on Hickory Drive. Two
baths, all built-ins, two car carport, beautiful shady lot. Near
Robertson School and University. In an area of fine homes.

**************************
AUTOS FOR SALE

JUST A FEW OF OUR MANY LISTINGS

*

; Hatcher Auto Sales :
*
51J So. 12th Street

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Nome Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

get the, olvdone

NICE TWO BEDROOM and bath frame house on one acre
two miles from town on Van Cleve Road. A bargain at
$7,500.00.
WOKING FOR A FINE HOME at a moderate price? We
have it on Broad Street Extended. New house almost completed, has three bedrooms, living room, two baths,'lots of
closets, family room with fire-place, dining room, kitchen
with all built-ins, large utility room, patio, front porch,
central heat and air and double garage. This is a beauty at
only $26,500.00.
ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY on 94. Real nice three
bedroom brick veneer on large lot. Here is a real buy for
some one wanting a little ways from town. Has carpet,
electric heat, garage, wash house and many other extras.
NICE FRAME HOUSE, garage, smoke house, 16 acres of
land. Located on Highway 641 North about 5 miles from
Murray.-We-think--thiwis one f-ew-better iys'-ifou-are looking for a little land, thiscould be it.
WE HAVE A PRETTY GOOD FRAME house on 2 acres in
Bakusburg. Has six rooms, hot and cold water and priced at only $5,00Q.00. This could be the house you are looking for.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER with basement on 4
acres of land. Has electric heat, all modern conveniences.
Located on Poplar Springs Road in walking distance of lake.
1
This is a nice home moderately priced.
GOOD FRAME HOUSE ON 16 acres of land, 2.1e miles from
Murray. Has good fence and is priced for quick sale.
WE HAVE SEVERAL LAKE front lots; lake view lots, 2 and
3 acre lots in country and many lots in the city if you are
planning to build this spring let us show you some nice
building locations.
,THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on South 9th Street.
has central heat and air, family room, living room, built-ins
in kitchen, 1 kt baths, carport on nice lot. Only *21,000.00
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX IN Lynn Grove. One side has three
bedrooms, living room, den, bath, nice kitchen and utility
room. Other side has two bedrooms,living room, kitchen and
bath. Has double garage and one acre lot.
YOU MUST LOOK AT the inside of this lovely home at 806
South 17th Street. It has three bedrooms, large family room, living room, utility room, lots of closets, nice carpet and
large outside storage.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO have a beautiful year around home
on one of Panorama Shores best waterfront lots? This is a
two story home with most modern conveniences. Plenty of
trees, boat dock. Just move in and start to enjoy living.
IN ONE OF MURRAY'S best locations we have a lovely split
level home. This house has three bedrooms, large den, living
room,extra large ironing and utility room,two baths, central
heat and air, garage and large lot.
YOU COULDN'T BUILD this split level house for the price it
is listed at on your own lot. It is located in Meadow Green
Acres. City water, paved streets. Has three bedrooms, den,
fire-place, living room,baseboard heat,garage and sitting on
two lots.
AT 818 NORTA 19th Street we have a lovely three bedroom
brick veneer on nice lot. Has extra large family room, living
room redecorated. You have to see the inside to really appreciate this nice medium priced home.
IN EAST Y MANOR on lovely wooded lot we have a new
three bedroom brick veneer. Has central heat and air, large
den, nice living room, 1,2 baths, double garage, carpet and .
large utility room and patio.
GROVE HEIGHTS, JUST five miles from Murray, we
have this three bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air,'
city water,kitchen and den combination, living room, double
garage, two baths On nice large lot, and moderately prieedol
r

)509 SYCAMORE HAS large wooded lot. Three bedrooms,
central heat and air, two fire-places, small family room,
living rodm, kitelicti and dining area, carport and utility
room and has been reduced for quick sale.
ONE OF MURRAY'S most modern and attractive homes on
a quiet street has central heat and air, large bedrooms, two
baths, carpet, fire-place, double carport with double outside
storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if
you are looking for a beautiful home,give us a call and take a
look.
LOOK AT THIS FOUR befitaom brick veneer at 1111
Sycamore. Has two baths, all carpet, central heat and air,
fire-place in large living room and priced for quick sale.
WE NEED LLSTINGS OF extra nice three and four bedroom
homes. •
•

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multipl* Listings
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724
NITE PHONES:
Louise Baker-753-2409
Onyx Ray. 753-8919
Guy Spann 753 2581
Prentice Dunn-753 5725
ONE GOOD JOB
DESERVES WM.
HIRE THE VET1

b•Vt
•••

CASHIE'
Experien
peat and
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Murray,
experien
WANTE 9
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Directory
Writing t
WANTE I
sit and do
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NOTICE

RESOLUTION

Whereas, the Senior Citizens
Club of Murray and Calloway
THE COMMONWEALTH OF interest by the following deeds:
County, mindful of their great
KENTUCKY,Calloway
Circuit Deed from W. T. Hatcher dated
loss with the death of one of our
Court LAURINE DORAN and September 14, 1918, and recorded
most active members, and
LAVERNE
ORE,
CO- in Deed Book 40, Page 93; Deed
leaders, Goldie McKeel Curd,
EXECUTRIX OF THE ESTATE from J. P. Tucker dated July 12,
An Old Fashioned Fiddlers' Contest will
Whereas, the Senior -Citizens SAVE $90 on 7-HP Lawn
OUTLAND, 1919, and recorded in Deed Book
OF
L.
D.
F.
M.
from
Club
Deed
wish to express our Tractor with 32" Mower. Easy
42,
Page
111;
Folks, before you buy a Color TV
DECEASED, Plaintiffs,
be included in the Grand Opening festivities of
gratitude for this life of Christian spin recoil starts from
Morgan dated March 25, 1919,
VERSUS
leadership and civic service driver's seat. Reg. $469.
from a Truck Sale, or a Discount House,
FRANK WHITE, et ux recorded in Deed Book 43, Page the Hardin Country Music Hall on March 27th,
NOW ONLY $379
Jones
R.
T.
which Goldie Curd displayed,
from
Deed
BEVERLY WYATT et vir., 263: and
at 7:00 p.m. Many fine prizes will be given
you better check
Whereas, a woman of Goldie SAVE $194 on 14-HP Variable
BEALE OUTLAND, et ux., and dated November 24, 1919,
Curd's ability, willingness to Speed Tractor with 48" Mower
T. W. CRAWFORD, et ux. recorded in Deed Book 43, Page away, including a Door Prize valued at
Quality, Price and Service .
'37.50t.
serve,
dedication to any cause attachment. Reg. 1243.95 sold
427.
Defendants.
Now $1049
separately.
she deemed worthy and,
Especially
Live Stage Shows will be hekt4very
Whereas, the Senior Citizens SAVE $40 on 5-HP Tiller with
TRACT NO. IV: Beginning at a
NOTICE OF SALE
Club is aware of this loss to, not Safety Power Reverse that
on the Picture Tube!
rock 45 feet north of section line Saturday night at 7:00 p.m., featuring the top
only the Club, but community, ends pulling, straining. Reg.
By virtue of a judgment and dividing Sections 23 and 26 in the
NOW 154.88
194 95.
and is desirous of perpetuating
order of sale of the Calloway center of the Murray and country talent in this area-. Good clean
her memory and traits of SAVE 25 per cent on Chain
Circuit Court rendered at the Wadesboro Road in Sections 23,
character to posterity;--AA
Link Fence Outfits. 11-ga. 36"
January 22 Term thereof 1971, in Township 2, Range 4, East; entertainment for the entire family!
therefore resolve that in achi. Includes: fabric, top rail;
gives you
the above cause, for the set- thence north with said rood 192
cepting with deep humility the
sleeve, line posts, loop caps
tlei»ent of estate and its cost feet from the beginning point to a
For more information call:
an 8-YEAR PRO-RATE WARRANTY,
Will
of
God
in
removing
Goldie
tie wires. NOW 63c linear ft.
road;
center
of
said
the
rock
in
therein I shall proceed to offer for
Transportation extra
Curd from our midst, do hereby
753-6918 after 5:00 p.m.
sale at the Court House door in thence east 187,-2 feet to a rock;
.MONTGOMERY-WARD
7ecord the feeling of the Senior
where if you had another brand it could
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest thence south 192 feet to a rock;
Catalog Agency
Citizens Club, and further resolve
thrnrr west 187½ feet
x
IV
V
Sponsored By
510 Main
that these Resolutions be entered
22nd day of March 1971, at 1:00 beginning, said tract of land
upon the minutes of the Senior
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon contains a two-story brick
to replace your tube in the 3rd year,
Citizens Club, a copy transmitted
a credit of six 6"i months, the building known as the J. W.
to the sister and to the news
following described property, to-' Gilbert and Son Tobacco
but with us...ONLY '31.00!
media, so that .the heartfelt
Manufacturing Factory.
wit:
reactions of each of the individual
!rlembers shall not be lost.
As you will be told your color picture tube
TRACT NO. 1: Beginning at ALSO: One lot fronting 100 feet
Resolution Committee
the northeast corner at Two Twin on the Murray,and Wadesboro
Lowest Everyday
will last as long as your old black and white,
Mrs. Carl Harrison
Oaks,running south 78 poles 111
/
2 Road running from Outland, et
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
Meme Mattingly
al., north line 100 feet; thence
thence
west
61
poles;
thence
feet:
Prices, Such As:
but don't believe this... they won't.
Celia Ann Roberts
north 78 poles and nit feet; east 187'2 feet; thence south 100
DOZING,
$8.00
per
hour. No job DECORATED CAKES for al President, Senior Citizens Club
thence east 61 poles to the feet to said Outland, et al., line:
Sliced BACON
So be sure to Compare before you buy,
1TNC
beginning corner, containing 30 thence west 187,2 feet to the too small. No large jobs please. occasions. Pictures available as , 0. C. McLemore
Reliable
service.
New
man
in
being
in
Section
23,.,
beginning,
acres.
samples. Wedding cakes and
Slab BACON —_.lb.
Murray area. Phone 753it's your money you're spending,
Township 2, Range 4, East,
accompaniments a specialty
8548
M24C Homemade pies too. Sheila
'ALSO: Beginning 78 poles and
Smokehouse
49C
11'2 feet south of the Northeast It is agreed, however, that a 45Travis, 753-5829.
so get the most for it . .
M19/
lb.
SMUT*
Quarter of Section'19, Township foot strip of land lying between DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER;Yam
2, Range 5, East; thence west 61 section line that divides Section now a licensed and bonded WANTED!! SEWING to do. All
T-BONES —1b.
And You Can Do This At
poles; thence south 9 poles and 23 and 26 and the south line of F. auctioneer and am in need of wearing apparel. Wedding gowns
et
al.,
is
B.
Outland,
always
to
10'2 feet; thence east 61 poles;
auctions Contact me any time at and formals. Gifts. Needlework.
Ground BEEF_Ib,
thence north 9 poles and 10'2 feet remain open as a street or Shoemaker Bros. I.ivestock on Sheila Travis, 753-582,9.
M191
to the beginning. The land herein passway to the depth of 187'2 feet Cadiz Road or dial Douglas
Come Out Today and
conveyed being 3 acres and 109 Which joins the tracts of land of Shoemaker, 753-3375 or Terry RAILROAD WELDING an
Local & Nationwide
F. B. Outland, et al., and running Shoemaker, 436-5327.
rods.
wrought iron shop. East Maple
See for Yourself!
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
back to H. E. Wall land. (Being We work individually or as a Street, across from Murray
ALSO: Sixty-two and one-half the same reservation contained team when needed. We will take Lumber Co., owned by Da
No. 5th Street
Between Roses and Kroger
i 62'2 acres off of the east side of in Deed from H. E. Wall, et at., care of all advertising, tax and HutSort.--operated by Bondi. TRANSIT HOMES INC.
Murray, Ky.
the tract sold by M. Smith to W. ckced October 19, 1921, and of other details and will appreciate Phone 753-1933.
APRILf
hared -Bonded -Safe
C. Hamlett; beginning at the recordin Deed Book 46, Page 204 working with any size sale.
Open Friday Night Till 9 p.m.
Reliable
southeast corner ofpe Northeal in Calloway County,Court Clerk'
Also farmers-will you please FURNITURE REFINISHING.
Open Saturday Night Tit6 p.m.
Quarter of Section 1,9, liewaship Office.
deliver your hogs by 2:90 p.m., All work guaranteed. Free
'Why
Chance it2. Range 5, East; thence west
Monday-Friday and by 12:00 pickup and delivery. Free
with the center of the Murray and I.. D. Outland obtained an un- noon Saturday.
-Call Transit"
M20( estimate. Antique or natural
Pine Bluff Road far enough to divided one-third interest to the
finish. Jerry McCoy,753include 62'2 acres; thence north above described property by
3045.
March 31C
to the north boundary line of said virtue of the following deeds: FOR AI.I. our home alterations
New Concord, Ky.
Quarter; thence east with said Deed from T. H. Stokes and W. E. repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
WILL KEEP elderly man in my
Quarter Section line to the nor- Niarberry, dated May 26, 1917, old. Free estimates. Call 753board.
For
Phone 502-436-2191
home. Room and
theast corner of said Quarter; £t- recorded in Deed Book 37, 6123.
March 29NC information phone 753-1851. M22F
thence south with Quarter Sec- Page 344; Deed from H. E. Wall
tion line to the beginning, except dated October 19, 1921, which is
30 acres heretofore sold to W. T. recorded in Deed Book 46, Page
gA? GOLLke,
THAT 5-TVPID
:EVERI.IITA DEEP
CAN qOU IMAGINE? HIS
TI-AT'S THE LONGEST
Hatcher; see Deed Book 40. Page 204; Deed from L. S. Anderson,
NIVE 70 CENTER FIBS AND I IZOUNO
CNOCK!HE5 1)0
HELP WANTED
THREAT I'VE EVER HEARD:
HELP WANTED
AND
MEWING,
HEART
WAS
FiR51 8A5E MO IRare SE-CONO 3AE
SRIPtD TO EVEN
76; also except 3 acres and 109 et ux, dated December 27. 1939,
I-IE DIDN'T EVEN KNOW IT!! AND I ROUND THIRD 8ASE AND 1 60
KNOW WHO HE
which is recorded in Deed Book
T6ARIN6 IN TO HOME LiikE A RUNAtia,1
CASHIER FOR local grocery. EARN MONEY at home. Full or rods heretofore sold to W. T.
LIKES!
66,
Hatcher;
see
Deed
Book
40,
Page
Page
475,
and
Deed
from
H.
B.
FREIGHT, HEV BETTER P43T SE IN ?AV WAV
Experience preferred. Must be part time. For details send self
77; the land herein conveyed Gilbert and S. M. Gilbert datedpeat and willing to work. If in- addressed envelop-stamped arid
being 30 acres, more or less.
October 5, 1928, which is recorded
terested write to P. O. Box 32L, 25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
in Deed Book 57, Page 38.
Office
Box
278.
Murray, Kentucky, giving age, A-IM. Post
M29( AISO: The land being conveyed
M20C Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
experience, etc.
being a one-half undivided in- Laurine' 0. Doran obtained an
terest
in and to all of the Nor- undivided one-third interest to
conduct
LADIES
to
OR
WOMAN
MAN
needed
to
WANTED:
theast
Quarter of Section 19, the above described property by
tittrvey for updating Murray City supply demand for Rawleigh
Directory. Reply in own hand- Products. Can earn $5.00 and up Township 2, Range 5, East, ex- virtue of a Deed from 1. S. AnM2Ci an hour. Write giving phone no.: cept 60 acres off of the east side of der:on, et ux, dated August 5,
I CAN'T TALK TO
iriting to P. 0. Box 32F.
1955, and recorded in Deed Book
YOU ANY MORE --- I'M
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., said Quarter, and except 20 acres
off of the north end of said 100, Page 333.
BURNING UP
Freeport, Ill. Phone 815-232WANTED: SOMEONE to baby
ITC Quarter.
4161.
sit and do light housework. Phone
Beale Outland obtained iiflüi'753-8041.
AI-SO: GRANTORS' one-half dividedd one- bird interest in the
M19C
WANTED TO BUY
YOU
undivided interest in the above described property by
following tract: About 21,2 acres virtue of a Deed from Stanley
MUST BE
WANT.TO BUY: service station out of the Southeast Quarter of Pogue Outland dated June 15,
GETTINGYOUNG MAN for general Kitchen or vacant lot for
filling station Section 19, Township 2, *awe 5, 1951, which is recorded in Deed
4.
work. High school and military site in or around Murray.
Write to East; beginning at the Northwest Book 93, Page 147, and by Deed
FEVER
_obligations completed. If you are P. 0. Box 927,
Paducah, Ken- corner-of said Quarter; thence from Alice Bates, et al., dated
rfeat, efficient and willing to tucky.
M22C East with said north boundary June 11, 1952, which is recorded
opportunity.
Work, this is a good
line Or slid Quarter about 100 in Deed Book 95, Page 399. Beale
Some experience preferred.
logs and poles to where Polk Tucker's line Outland also obtained title by
BUY;
TO
WANT
House
Colonial
Apply
M20C standing timber. Also have for crosses said Quarter Section line: inheritance from his father;F. B.
Smor asbord
sale lumber and sawdust. thence South with said Tucker's Outland. i Affidavit of Descent for
You ,
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. line about 50 poles to the center of F. B. Outland is recorded in Deed
TI-iE REVEZE.11C
,
AIZE
TFC
OKAY
the old Calloway Town Road; Book 93, Page 55.1
EXPERIENCED COOK; must Phone 753-4147.
vv.e, RIGHT, LAJC7 r OBSTACLE
a
in
thence
northwestern
be neat, efficient and have good
BETWEEN ME
WANTED TO RENT
direction with the center of said
For the purchase price, the
At-41 mAPpip4Ess
.teferences. Good working conwest
the
boundary
purchaser
must
bond.;
line of
execute
ditions. Afternoon shift, full time WANT '10 RENT: Young road to
Work. Lad -preferred. No phone married couple seeks reasonable said Quarter; thence north with Fith approvecksecurities, bearing
Calls. Apply Colonial House house to rent in country. Phone said line about 18 yards to the legal interest from the day of
beginning. The amount conveyed sale, until paid, and having the
M25C 753-2335.
Smorgasbord.
M22C
herein in both tracts above force and effect of 2 judgment.
described is 82'1 acres, more or Bidders will be prepared to'
SERVICES oFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
less.
comply promptly with thee
terms. Purchaser beingd-gtVen
L. D. Outland obtained a one-half the right and privilege to pay
undivided interest in the above cash and accrued interest at any
described property from F. B. time before the six months exOutland by Deed dated May 3, pire.) Frank L. Ryan Master
Abner
1938, and recorded in Deed Book Commissioner Calloway Circuit
64, Page 315. L. D. Outland ob- Court
c--COOL IV!REMEMBER,
tained an undivided one-half
MS-1 2-19-C
ToiAT'SA COMPOISITILit
NO ESCei LIKE THAT
SERVICES
OFFERED
4" PLASTIC WELLS WITH 5-YEAR GUARANTEE
REALLY EXISTS!"
WI1J,IX)parttinwhookkeeinng.
All drilling done by an experienced,
preferably connected - with
licensed well driller.
automobiles. Home services. Will
pick up and deliver. References
HIGHEST QUALITY AT REASONABLE PRICES!
offered. Phone Marsha Poole,
M22(7
753-2744.
3 Miles - HWY. 19E - Paris, Tenn
WILL DO garden work and will
furnish own tiller, Phone 753Phone 901 642 2342
--142

Compare!!

SAVE BIG ON
YARD CARE
NEEDS

FIDDLERS' CONTEST

CURTIS-MATHES
ctyoW'upTo'185.00

TV Service Center

Remember...
we don't have good buys just
once in a while,
we have them every day!

WATER WHEN )19e/ WANT

09

NOTICE

SHROAT MEAT
MARKET

40`

•

rooms,

Master Commissioner's Sale

Eugene Kirk &
The Country Gentlemen

2 acres in
• priced at
g for.

I

NOTICE

DIXIE WELL DRILLING

MOBILE HOME
TRANSPORTERS

TRANSIT HOMES, Inc.

65'
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Holdup...

It's Dick vs. Dick!

Walter Starks,
Marshall, Dies

South Viets...

Crossword Puzzle

Answer to resterday'S Puzzle

1200 0010110 UUM

3 Electrified
ACROSS
WOO OWOIMR
Continued From Page One I
particle
I Continued From Page One I
OMR 00M00 ORO
4 Booty
much of a fool," said the
1 falls alert
000 00000
been 6 C011tifIlS0100
many
having
Laos,
5 pry about
BENTON. Ky., March 18a
wearing
false
gunman,
B
001101 0O0 OOLT
lkerth
Hollemy
needy
withdrawn unannounced earlier 11 int
Walter Starks, 81, Hardin Rt. 1,
niusnehe and sunglasses. "The
African wind
6 Pianissimo
this
week.
Benat
Looked
today
12
am.
4:25
died at
(abbr.)
MOOR 000R0
planes are all over the place.
Press -211hise4ation
South Viets Outnumbered
7 Note of scale
MU= OW MOP
ton Mimicipal Hospital.
14 indefinite
Just wait. pima worry about it.
Correspondent
(poet)
Above
6
01300 000 POW
Saigon officials said from
article
He was a member of links
They aren't gong to go free."
UOV00 UMM
9CHICAGO-A fellow named
20,000 to 30,000 Communist 15 Midday
-Hill Church of Christ.
After two hours of riding, the
17 incarnation of
10 Feminine
MIRO =WOO MMB
is gong to be elect.vd
by
survived
government
the
in
is
troops
are
Starks
Mr.
Vishnu
11 Dinner course
MOW MORO Man
gunman spotted a green Cadilmay& of Chicago April 6- 1,
area of operations in Laos with 15 Ordinance
three daughters, Mrs. Earl Dar13 Tropical
MOO MORO ORR
Use last name 'still hasn't berm
lac and used the stolen car's
a
/9
Sounds
20
Fruit
)
(pl
be
nail and Mrs. Katie Redden,
horn
police siren to force the vehiclis 20,000 more who "could
Pleklod.
speech
of
Part
16
the
threeor
two
a
in
committed
both of Hardin Rt. 1, and Mrs.
toward
The signs point
47 Withered
23 Unit ot Latvian 19 Liquid
34 fur-bearing
Mrs.
to stop. He freed
UN Mk,
49 Cut
mammal
Melba Suiter of Murray; four
day period."
usual victory for Richard
21 Woody plant
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